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Murder of Miss Hattonl. Thc !oenf of the ,imeis with-- !JL The Small Holding
Claims.
.
LOCALETTES I
Our Invitation
t.
Once each week we pay for this space
for the privalege only of inviting you
once again to become a depositor of
our bank.
The person who reads about us
fifty-tw- o times a year ought to know
us at least fifty-tw- o times better than
,
if he had read of us but once, The
better he knows us the more likely he
is to like us and our business methods.
Your account, large or small, U urgent-
ly solicited and respectfully Invited.
The First National Bank,
cf Fort Sumner, N. M.
. "i 4 "l
Iemp.tab8rf Co.
FOR ALL
Building Material,
at Santa Rosa.
(Special Correspondence. )
Santa Rosa, N M, Sept. 27- .-
Miss Sarah Hatton, 18, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. R. I. Hatton of
Los Tanos, a small station on the
Rack Island, nine miles east of
this city, was foully murdered
and probably ravished shortly
afternoon. Friday. The body
was found about 4 o'clock Satur-
day afternoon by Mr. Hatton and
one of the searching party among
the hills overlooking Santa Rosa,
and within a mile of the city.
Word of the findingof the body
was immediately brought to this
city justice of the peace Gallegos
Sheriff Casaus. Dr. Rudolph and
many oiher citzens hastened to
the scerfe of the crime. A co-
roner's 'jury was immediately
sworn in and an investigation
begun. ; '
When found, the body was
wedged in between the rocks and
underbrush' and stone partly
covered it The clothing was
torn from the body and a
piece 6f the skirt had ben wound
around the neck and the :e t
fractured and a large cut appear-
ed across the forhead just above
che eyes.' The body showed many
other bruises and cuts including
l;wo holes in the left arm jnst
above the elbow that appeared
1.0 be bullet holes.
Blood stains appeared on the
:ocfes about twenty feet from
wherJhp body was found, and
several tíáir ins and two buttonia
evidently from a coat, werefour.d
at this spit, and one of the
victim's slippers was found with-
in a short distance. Evidence
of a struggle also appeared in
the sand, and it is supposed the
crime was committed at this spot
and then the body dragged to the
place of concealment.
iShoe prints of a lady's shoe
were found a short distance down
the ravine and it is thought she
may have escaped her assailant,
and when overtaken was brought
.iack to the scene cf the crime.
From his hasty examination Dr.
Rudulph was unable to determim
whether or not the fiend had ac-
complished his purpose, but a
further and more thoroug exam-
ination will be made thisevening.
Miss Hatton had ridden horse-
back from her home to Sania
Rosa yesterday morning, and af-
ter making a few purchases at
the local stores had started on her
return trip about noon. Not
reaching home as expected, her
parents became alarmed and
came to search for her. Her
friends here advised them that
she had started home shortly be-
fore noon and that they had
heard nothing from her since
that time. Searching parties
were immediately organized and
a thorough search begun. The
horse had not returned home
and when found about two o'clock
was standieg along the fence
recently built along the Los Tanos
road, showing that after it had
been released it had started
home. The saddle and bridle
were missing ana nave not yet
been found. If they were taken
by the murderer they may poss-bl- y
lead to his discovery. Miss
Hatton's hat and purse were also
missing and thus far no trace of
them has been found Further
i i i
in a mue or aanta Kosa, among ;
'
the hilla overlooking the city, i
and while wild, yet the roitd
within a short distance is much
traveled.
Miss Hatton was a beautiful
young lady, a leader among the i
young folks of her town and had
many friends here.
This is the first instance of
murder or rape in Santa Rosa
and excitment is at a high pitch.
Large crowds are congregated
on the street corners and the
murderer would receive scant
mercy werehe in the city tonight.
Sheep men should not forget
that a magnnificent three
hundred dollar trophy silver cup
has been offered at the territori-
al fair next month for the best
exhibit of range raised Ram-bouill- et
rams. There will be
half a dozen other fine prizes
in the sheep exhibit and all sorts
of trophies- - in the cattle show.
The sheep and cattle exhibits
at the Twenty Ninth Fair are
going to break all previous
records in the southwest.
$250 000 Bar V
Cattle Deal.
The sixth delivery of the '"Bar
V" took place at Riverside stock
yards the first of the week and
the purchase will probably ag-
gregate about a quarter of a
million dollars. There will prob-
ably be only one more shipment.
This immense deal was made
bytlltfTJai'-- company with
arid Lewis, of Claren-
don, Texas.
This shipment of . the Bar
herds will include 3000 head cf
grew.i sturf and about 700 heao
of ea.vt 8. The fat stock and the
ja.v s go to the Kansas City
jtocivjart 8 for slaughter and tht
balance ill t o to the Panhandk
of Texas and Colorado. It will
.ake three tro.'n loads to move
ihem. , .
It is said ti e Bar V will make
.me mora delivery to complete
their did w th Molesworth and
uewis. Tiiis is the biggest cat-t'- e
purchase thit 1 a3 been made
.t uivtroiiití in s ive,a: years.
B. T. Biven3, of Melrose, has
moved his family here and will
open his Photographic Gallery
on October 1st. The people wiil
appreciate this addition t) our
town. ,
A. B. Harris is butting a cot-
tage which he will let for rent
when completed.
The Townsite Company is
a gasoline engine at-th- e
town well.
D. J. Jones, of Yesso, came to
town Thursday and reports his
town booming. ,
Mrs. Robert Clark, who has a
severe case of blood poison is in
a critical condition.
A small son of Mr. and Mrs.
John Pritner has been Quite sick
t tn8 wee with a co which
threatened for a time to turn into
whooping cough, but the y u ig
man is now a great deal better.
Horse theives got away with a
valuable work horse last week
j belonging to John R. RceJ, of
'
Paints and
KINDS 0F
Right.'
AU persons who are .claiming
land because they have lived on
the same for twent' years or
more, these claims 'being com- -
monly kno.wn as "small holding
claims," and who. have not filed
notice of their claims with the
surveyor general, should bear ,in
mind the fact that the limit of
time during which this can be
done will expire March 4, 1910.
The Court of Private Land
Claims, w.bich was estaplished by
the act of Congress in 1891, lim-
its the claimants to the lands
under ;this act to persons who
acquired citizenship by reason of
the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo
or the Gadsden purchase. Of
conrse the children or the family
family of a qualified claimant
come under this heading.
All Spanish sptaking Ameri-
cans who have .these small hold-
ing claims, and win have not
yet received patent for the srme,
lor who have not filed their claims
with the surveyor general, should
at once write to the near- -
est land office or to the nearest
United States Commissioner and
firjj out what they should do in
:he case, as ro claims will be
tonsidered that are jiot filed
before March 4, 1910.
Durum Wheat
In Montana.
Seyen miles from Billings on
high benchiartd, T J. Bouton of
that city has demonstrated the
profitable results of applying dry
far.ning principles in raising
grain. . Mr. Bouton has a number
of fields of gra.n in which the
s are nOiV at work, oneji which is representative u the
entire ranch.
T.lis particular fed was planted
April 20 to Durum W heat. Thé
sod was broken only four inches
deep, horses being used for
plowing and that being the limit
of depth to which the plow could
be forced without a traction out-
fit Mr. Bouton employed a
Missourian to take caie of this
iklJ a maa who had been
accustomed to
methods of farming in the East
and Midcle Wett. Ihe gan
came up with an unusually thr.f-t- y
appearance. Mr. Bouton in-
structed tha Missourian to keep
right on harrowing and the
easterner, in astonishment, told
his employer that he wculd ruin
the finest field of grain in Yellow-
stone county if he altmpted to
iun a harrow over it, but Mr.
Bouton, having faith in dry
farming methods, ordered the
harrowing to continue. Tha
deld was harrowed three times '
after the" grain came up, once
being after it had headed out.
To the astonishment of the
Missourian, instead of ruining
the fie'd, the grain grew more
prosperously and promisingly
than anything he had ever seen.
An ordinary spike harrow was
used.
"I endeavored to follow out
the suggestions made at the Dry
Farming Congress at Cheyenne,
said Mr. Bouton, and I am fully
convinced that the dry
farmers are right. I beUeue if
I had been able to plow deepar
I would have gotten even better
results. The samples of this
wheat which I am exhibiting at
my office were picked at random
from the field of 92 acres, 'ihe
heads are 3 2 to 7 inches long
well filled and the kernels are
'plump and solid. I believe the
result will be at Uant 25 bushels
(coüÜliliütl on pa;;c tj. j
George B. Deen, wife, and
little son, were called to Portales
Tuesday to attend the funeral
of a little nephew.
Miss Mattie Highsmith has
left the city to begin teaching in
the school at Frionia, Texas.
0. B. Earickson returned from
an extended trip to St. Louis,
Chicago and other eastern points
on Tueday afternoon. While
absent Mr. Earickson purchased
a large stock of fall and winter
goods fot the Big Store.
The Fort Sumner Public School
has enrolled one hundred and
sixty pupils. Our neighbor up
the creek, Santa Rosa, has an
enrollment of one hundred and
fcriy-eigh- t, which is doing well
for the county seat.,;
The Telephone company com-
menced Monday to run their
iines to old Suunyside and from
there up the river to the' head-gat- e
of the irrigation canal.
As soon as this line is com-
pleted they will commence the
construction of a lire running
down the valley through the.
irrgiated district.
In any emergency where salve
is required, use Pinesalve. carbol-ize- d
there is nothing better fói.
cuts, burns and bruises.- - Sold by
Sunnyside Drug Co. ; ',
J. H. Keeling has had prepar-
ed a set of ten representative
photos all done in colors. He
has placed on sale in all the busi-
ness houses. This is a well rec-
ognized scheme Kor advertising
and we believe our business men
vtül push the sale of these cards.
Arch Bishop Pitival arrived
Wednesday from Santa Fe and
was met at the station by Man-
uel Abreu and others of his
parishioners who drove him to
Jie home of Mr. Abreu, where
Confirmation will be conferred.
On Friday Confirmation exer-
cises will be held at the new
Catholic church in Sunnyside.
We publish today a dispatch
from Alamogordo in reference to
the incorporation of that place.
The people are laking hold of the
matter and will push it to a suc-
cessful end. Santa Rosa has beer
contending with the same influ-
ence which has held off incorpo-
ration for six or seven years.
There has been, and is, a set of
men here who have heretofore
stopped the agitation and the
people have submitted, but the
time is coming, and at no dis-
tant day, when this dominant
influence will be disregarded.
Santa Rosa Sun.
Here too, we have a small con-tige- nt
who oppose incorporation,
and for that matter, they are
opposed to all kinds of law,
order or regulation of apy kind.
But their day is fast drawing to
a close; and then law-abidi-
citizens will not much longer be
deceived by their arguments.
Captain W. F. Mclntyre has
let the contract for the erection
of two cottages.
J. S. Chadd, who was brought
here from his home, twenty
miles north, suffering from a
'
severe attack of typhoid, is in. a
w-r- critkul condition.
"Prices
Harry W. NAYLGR, Local Manager.
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R4RÍCKS0N & Co.
SUCCESSORS TO
A. B: HARRIS.
FORT SUMNER, N. M.
v DEALERS IN
Dry Goo fo, Boots and Shoes,
Gent's Furnishing Goods,
Furniture, Hardware,
Groceries, Hay and Feed,
Farming Impliments and Wagons,
We have just received a NEW and COMPLETE
line of LADIES and GENTS FURNISHINGS.
OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT.
SUNNYSIDETINSHOP
WATER TANKS, GUTTERING, WELL CASING, RUES and STOVE PIPE
MADE TO ORDER.
WINDMILL WORK "A SPECIALITY."
-
Ageot for the Celebrated "ANN ARBOR" Gasoline Lights.
J. A. NORTHINGTQN, Prop. '
search, nowever, may icaci to Ricardo.
their discovery. After the horse j
was found renewed effort were' j L Maxwell, leading mer-!.- a
3e nd tho body UrMú j chant of Ricardo, was transact-abov- e'
sUtitd. Xlit -- o 'y 'v.. : L . business here Monday. Mr.
taken in charge by Undertaker Maxwell finds business so pros-- j
Shae and brought to this place. ,,eroua lhat h0 s(.u.tL.,j . a
j brunch tuit al UuaJ&lui'u.
HER QUESTION.
CENSUS OFFORT SUMNER REVIEW NEW MEXICO
No Bank Failures In New Mexico.
Santa Fe, N. M. That the territory
óf New. Mexico now has forty-on- e na-
tional and thirty-fou- r territorial banks
with aggregate total resources of
twenty-fou- r and a halt millions and
total capital of nearly three and a
half millions, was pointed out with
pride by Governor Curry in his
before the second annual ses-
sion of the New Mexico Bankers' As-
sociation which convened recently.
The governor, who spoke at the after-
noon meeting, reviewed briefly the
financial condition of New Mexico,
w hich he believed unusually good. In
addition to the. banks the governor
mentioned the fact that there are also
building and loan associations with
resources of nearly a million and a
half. He urged the association to ap-
pointed a committe to draft a mod-
ern banking law to correspond with
uniform banking laws to correspond
with uniform banking laws being
Manual of Study. ". '
The clerical force In the office of
Territorial Superintendent J. E.
Clark 1b busy today packing
the Manual of the Common
School Course of Study. Each county
school superintendent Is Bent enough
copies to enable him to give one to
every active teacher.
THE CHRISTIANS
A E CANVASS 18
TO BE MADE BY SUNDAY
SCHOOL ASSOCIATION.
A GREAT CAMPAIGN
STsATE WILL BE DIVIDED INTO
DISTRICTS AND NO MEM-
BER WLL BE MISSED.
Denver. "Go ye out Into the high-
ways ánd hedges."
"Go ye . . . and lo, I am with you."
you." ,
The above quotation from the Bible
Is the motto of the campaign of visita-
tion organization, which under the
auspices of the Colorado State Sun-
day School Association, is to visit ev-
ery home in Colorado and make a
census of all Christians who are not
e'filiated with any church.
The organization in Denver and
Mroughout the state is being perfect-
ed by the officers of the Sunday.
School Association. Workers are g
enrolled In the various churches
to take the census on Friday, October
1st.
The object of this census Is to give
the churches and Sunday schools ac-
curate information about the resi-
dence and the religion of everybody,
so that they can give attention
throughout October to people of the
state who have no church connection.
The pastors and the superintendents
ot Sunday schools in each division are
the committee of supervision. This
committee will divide their district
into smaller districts, each with a
chairman, and will estimate the num-
ber of families,' psbs upon the returns
of the census and do everything to
facilitate the campaign.
This Is the greatest religious cam-
paign ever undertaken In Colorado
and Is fast gaining in favor. The or-
ganization is nearly completed
throughout the state. The headquar-
ters are at Empire building.
J. Shreve Durham, international su-
perintendent, has come from Chicago
to assist in the work. Durham Is now
making a whirlwind tour ot tue lead-
ing cities of the state, but will re-
turn to Denver to assist Dr. Carmen
and other leaders In the work.
Dr. Cook May Sue Peary.
New York. Dr. Frederick A. Cook
contemplates bringing suit against
Commander Peary to recover damages
for Blander and defamation; accord
ing to statements tonight by friends
of the former.
Dr. Cook hlmselF had nothing to
Bay regarding the proposed suit, but
his secretary, Walter Lonsdale, ad
mitted that the Idea was seriously en
tertained both by Dr. Cook and by
John R. Bradley, Cook's backer. He
said that affidavits had already been
prepared In case it was definitely de
cided to bring the suit.
"But certainly nothing will be done
at present in the matter," said Mr.
Lonsdale, and, as a matter of fact, it
is doubtful If anything will ever be
done unless It is In retaliation."
A La Peary and Cook.
New York A controversy of dis-
covery that might now be waging
quite as hot as the polar dispute were
Henry Hudson and the Italian explor
er, Verazzano alive, vas recalled at a
maBS meeting in commemoration of
Verazzano's original discovery of the
Hudson river eighty-fiv- e years before
Hudson sailed from Amsterdam.
At this late day there are few to
dispute the Italian's claim, but be-
cause he left no records or map of ac
tual exploration ot the river, he is get
ting little popular recognition in the
great celebration now on.
The Italian colony, however did their
countryman a great honor in historical
addresses and other appropriate cere
monies. On Oct. 6 the local Italian so-
cieties plan to have a parade and oth-
er festivities in the Latin quarter.
Ground was broken here recently for
a statue of Verrazzano.
Three Die In Caveln.
Coldfleld, Nev. The three miners
wh i were imprisioned by a caveln at
the Combination mine, are now be-
lieved to be dead. The rescue party
broke into the shaft where the acci
dent occurred and there found the
body of Evan Reese, but could find no
trace of W. J. Bertsch and M, C. Matt,
who were believed to have taken re
fuge in the same cross-cu- t.
Government Officer Arrested.
Atlanta, Ga. The clash between the
Btate and federal authorities growing
out of the trouble over the collection
of Internal revenue taxes came to
climax In the arrest of H. A. Rucker,
collector of Internal revenue at At
lanta. He was served with a warrant
for contempt of the Superior Court
of Georgia.
Bullet In Girl's Head.
Santa Fe, N. M. Unconscious with
a bullet wounu in back of her head
Miss Gertrude Montgomery was ac
cidentally discovered In the brush neur
the reservoir east of town, by a Utile
girl. Miss Montgomery had been mis
sing five days.
It is believed the will die without
regaining consciousness. The authori
ties believe tnat tne crime was com
mitted by an Indian.
Miss Montgomery came here recent-
ly from Shreveport, La., and her par- -
ants live in California.
FORT SUMNER NHW MEXICO
Meanwhile the frog Id the railroad
yards continues to gather them In.
How fine the globe looks with the
stars and stripes at the top:
Little aid Spain think that the
Moors had any such war up their
sleeves.
Some one says that submarine ves-
sels are safe. They are at least bur-
glar proof.
Vicious dogs should be kept at
home so they could practice upon
their owners.
The aeroplanes may need skypar-lor- s
or roosts. They certainly would
be misfits In a garage.
Our pole discoverers will find the
exhilarating cup of glory more to the
taste than an Eskimo bill of fare.
In her friendly overtures, this coun-
try desires to inform China that she
can go as far as she likes with us.
New York ancf London still cherish
horse cars, but the mule car has dis-
appeared from the face of the earth.
The vagaries and queer happenings
In Chicago are now fully accounted
for. They believe in that city In pie
for breakfast.
A girl cashier has been poisoned
through handling money. Her acci-
dent, however, is hardly likely to
make the practice unpopular.
Sfnce Berlin's population is increas-
ing. London should listen carefully to
see If German is crowding the English
language at headquarters.
We should remember in the summer
season, that while some things are
rare and hard to obtain, the humble
ptomaine is always with us.
The lateBt flying machine Is the
ornithopter, which Is based on the
flying methods of the eagle. As a
success it ought to be a scream.
The emperor of Germany has in-
troduced football, as It is played in the
United States, in the army as a good
exercise for temper and body. It will
give the troops some Idea of real war.
The discoverer of Cripple Creek has
Just died in poverty. When drunk he
sold for $500 property that has since
produced $238.000,000 in gold. Hard
liquor has en proved a great sol-- ,
vent for gold.
8trange how many men one comes
across who will' tell any size of fish
story without ihe quiver of an eye-- f
lash, and yet will refuse to believe
that any fish large enough to swallow
Jonah ever could have lived. , ...
It seems to be settled now that the
revolt In Catalonia will stop far Bhort
of revolution. But King Alfonso will
want his throne carefully examined
for shaky foundations, at frequent In-
tervals, to a long time to come.
Returning from an unsuccessful ef-
fort to fly across the British channel,
a French aviator "was compelled to
kiss several girls, who threw their
arms around his neck." This is no
way to teach aeronauts to be success-
ful.
A number of women in Massachu-
setts pleaded with the police to give
up a baseball umpire to the crowd that
wanted to kill him. This removes the
last doubt that women are fully capa-
ble of entering, like men, into the prin-
ciples of popular government.
The czar on his visit to England
was more like a captive than a king,
guarded as he was with battleships
and battalions of s men.
It Is safe to say the uncrowned Amer-
ican tourist gets a heap more fun out
of his International jaunts than any
European sovereign.
Canada proposes a centennial cele-
bration in recognition of the hundred
years of peace that have followed the
war of 1812. That Is a happy idea
, and one that is likely to find hearty
favor In this country. And why
.should there not be commemoration
of a century of peace and nelghbor-lines- s
as well as of bloody conflicts?
The uniform of the United States
army is to change Its color again. A
generatioa ago It was blue. This
gave way to khaki, and now the brown
Is relegated In favor of olive drab. But
- whatever eolor may cover the Amer-
ican soldier his heart, his loyalty, and
his courage are the same as they were
in '76, in '12. in '45, in '61, and in '98.
' Business closed July 31 with a cash
balance of $258,437,000 on hand in the
national treasury at Washington.
There are to be economy and retrench-
ment, which Indicates wise manage-
ment of the people's money. But
Uncle Sam has a considerable surplus
on band and his credit is pretty good,
thank you.
In theory, at least, we Imprison crim-
inals primarily to reform them. We
can not conceive that whipping is
conductive to that end. Most con
victs imagine . that they have been
mistreated by the judges's sentence.
It cultivates and strengthens their
imaginary grudge against society
when they are whipped, and that feel
lng does not help them to reform
when they leave the penitentiary.
Moreover, whatever spark of self-r- e
spect may remain must be extin-
' guished by the brutality of a whip--
Curry County Assessment Roll.
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Saf-for- d
has at last received the assess-
ment roll of Curry county. It shows
a gross assessment for the county ot
$1,949,306, exemptions amounting to
$230,593, leaving a taxable assessment
of $1,709,713. There are in the coun-
ty 99,463 acres of agricultural lands
with Improvements valued at $546,-02-
6,354 town lots with improve-
ments valued at $652,782; 2 water
plants valued at $4,010; 146V4 miles
of telegraph and telephone lines, $10,-14-
6.7 miles of railroad, $27,315;
3,575 horses. $130,215; 1,358 mules,
$52,502; 5,033 cattle, $64,649; 9,601
sheep, $16,798; 3,025 swine, $7,502;
122 burros, $357; 2,320 wagons. $29,-93-
1,024 Bewing machines, $6,677;
saddles and harness. $7,396; merchan-
dise, $137,891; capital in manufactur-
ing, $2,114; farming Implements, $22,-57-
Baloon fixtures, $14.467; money
$26,771; bonds and warrants, $11,645;
watches and clocks, $2,879; books,
$1,752; gold and silver plate, $268;
musical instruments. $11,336; house-
hold furniture, $46,363; stock and
bonds, $75,641; corn, $3,799; hay,
$391; tools, $1,260; other property,
$33,227. From appearances the as
sessment of curry county is toe mosi
complete oi any uuuui., m lu.. .i ,
practically all of the property in tne
county and at a higher percentage of
valuation than the same property "
listed elsewhere.
Fourteen new residences are going
up at Magdalena, Socorro county.
Pancotius, a Navajo Indian, is in
Jail at Gallup charged with the mur-
der of his wife,
Five carloads of cantaloupes were
shipped this season by the farmers
around Albuquerque.
Owing to lack of court funds, the
trial for murder of Clark Rogers at
Silver City bas been continued.
' D. Thornton last week killed an ea-
gle at Des MoineB, Union county,, that
measured seven feet from tip to tip.
Huff of EI Paso has been awarded
the contract to build the Luna coun-
ty court house at Deming for $40,477.
William Hench of Lamy buried his
son, Interment being
at Santa Fe. The infant died from
bowel trouble.
Twenty boys employed in the Colo-- J
rado sugar beet fields returned tevj
their studies at the US. Indian In- -
'dustrial School, .'.n.r.j
Two Chinamen were arrested Just"
as they crosBéd the ' International
boundary-lin- e into New Mexico, not
far from EJ Paso.
M. A. Rogers ot Wichita, Kans., pur-
chased 7,500 head of feeding sheep
from Isaac Barth and 2,500 trom-Ella- s
Garcia at Albuquerque.
An effort is being made to build a
more satisfactory road from Taos to
Embudo and to avoid the long sand-
hill near Cleneguilla.
El Triumfo of Antonlto, Colorado,
has consolidated with La Revista de
Taos and the proprietor, Jose Alfaro,
of the former, has moved to Taos
with his printing plant.
Albuquerque police arrested a ne-
gro by the name of Gus Gray, who
had robbed a house at Silver City.
When searched, a $1,000 diamond was
found between the man's toes.
Three well known characters were
arrested at Clayton, Union county, by
the efficient sheriff, Snyder, for vio-
lating the law and vag-
rancy. They were given a Jury trial
and the first Jury was hung 5 to 1
for conviction. The second . jury
brought in a verdict of guilty and the
men were fined $10 and costs by Jus-
tice of the Peace Howell Earnest.
Allen West, a negro coal miner, pa-
roled from the penitentiary last Satur-
day, after serving fifteen months for
killing a fellow miner at Berrillos in
1907, has been at Albu-
querque and bis sanity 1b being in-
quired into.
The New Mexico National Life In
surance company filed incorporation
papers In the office of Territorial
Secretary Nathan Jaffa, with capital
ization of $200,000 divided into 40.000
shares. The headquarters are at l.
'
The office of the superintendent of
public instruction will for the present
supply free of charge all demands for
copies ot the complied school laws of
the territory. If to be sent by mail
15 cents for postage must accompany
the request.
Tom Burch, in trying to seperate
W. O. Terry and John Shannon at Ty-
rone, Grant county, received a bullet
In his left side perforating his liver
and coming out in the back. He will
probably die. Terry has been arrest-
ed. The discharge of the gun la claim-
ed to have been accidental.
The Gallup Electric Light Company
has brought suit against the town of
Gallup for the recovery of $3,300 for
furnishing light and water.
James M. Kennedy, who was this
week taken from the territorial pen-
itentiary, where he was for
to Silver City, is on trial there
for murder.
Six Chinamen In jail at Deming have
been ordered deported by U. S. Com-
missioner B. Y. McKeyes, while six
more will be given their hearing on
September 28th
"Well, Miranda, they've found the
north pole at last!"
"Sakes alive, Hiram! you aoni
say! Where did they nna itT"
HUM0R BURNED AND ITCHED.
Eczema on Hand, Arms, Legs and
Face It Was Something Terrmie.
Complete Cure by Cuttcura.
MAi.A.it flftann nr Alehteen years
ago eczema developed on top of my
hand. It burned and Itched so much
that I was compelled to show It to a
doctor. He pronounced it ringworm.
After trying his different remedies the
disease increased and went up my
arms and to my legs and finally on my
face. The burning was something
terrible. I went to another doctor who
bad the reputation of being the best
In town. He told me it was eczema.
His medicine checked the advance of
the disease, but no further. I finally
concluded to try the cuticura rieme-rtio-a
mi fmmri relief in the first trial.
I continued until 1 was completely
cured Irom tne disease, ana i
nn hun tmMihiari a(nnf. C Burkhart.
236 W. Market St., Chambersburg, Pa,
Sept. 19, 1908."
rotter Pros Cnem. Corp, Sols Prop. Bortoa.
Sure Sign of Love.
"So you think he's really in love,
eh?"
No doubt about it. Why. he thinks
she's attractive in auto goggles.
SICK HEADACHE
Positively cured Uy
CARTER'S these Little Pills.
They also relieve) Dis-
tress from Dyspepsia. !
digestionandToo Hearty
Eating. A perfect rem-
edyft tor Diiilness, Mansea, Drowsiness, BadTaste In the Mouth, Coat-ed Tongue, Pain In theSide. TORPID LIVER.They regulate) the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
SMALL PILL. SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.
Genuine Must BearCARTERS Signature
REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.
PUBLIC LAND
DRAWING
12,000 acres of irrigated Government Land
in Arkansas Valley, Colorado, will be
thrown open for settlement October 21, 1909.
under the Carey Act., Opportunity to get
an irrigated farm at low cost on easy pay-
ments. Only short residence required.
Send for book giving full information.
Two Buttei Irrigation and Reservoir Company
- Lamar, Colorado
RANCH LANDS
NEAR CHICAGO Six dollars an acre thisyear only; alfalfa and clover sure crops,
no better land for general farming andfruit. Splendid climate; pure water. One
night from Chicago by rail or boat. Easy
terms. Write for map and Illustrated booklet
J. T. MERRITT. Manistee. Mich.
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
ntiswiiM and ttMutlfltf th hsls
Promutu s knmnjurt growtfe. J
If
sore
afflicted
ere
with
ui i Thompson's Eye Water
A DOSE OFiso;CURE
m tut vx.mii wl
is as safe as it ú effective. Guar
anteed to contain no opiates. It is
very palatable too children like it
Incorporation.
Incorporation papers wore filed In
the office of the territorial seoretary,
Nathan Jaffa, by the Libertad Copper
Company of Santa Fe, capitalized at
$1,000,000, divided into a . million
Bhares. The incorporators and direct-- !
ors are: W. O. Duntley, 1,600 shares,
and L. Beardsley, 300 shares, of Chi- -
caKO. 111., and R. H. Hanna, íuu
shares, Santa Fe.
Like Greater Santa Fe.
I think the most famous illustration
of being asleep at the switch was the
case of Noah when he was captain ot
the Ark. There were but two flies in
the Ark, and Noah had forty days
and nights in which to swat them, but
he overlooked it and now we are pay-
ing the penalty. Des MoineB Swas-
tika.
Bdg fop New Buidngs,
- a New Mexlcan is found an
advertlsement for blda foP tne new
buUdlng at the New Mexlco Military
ln.riit a Hnnlnna 1 .... Hall pcnnrlv
destroyed by fire.
Judge W. H. Pope, in. District Court
at Portales, sentenced Arthur Adams,
charged with killing Guy H. Porter,
near Melrose, last winter, to two
years In the penitentiary. The trial
of Ed Harwell (or the murder of C.
A. Peck at La Lande last March was
continued until the next term. S. L.
Boone wis . sentenced to $100 and
costs aniT30 days in the county jail
for practicing medicine without a li-
cense.
That New Mexico is going to be a
great agricultural state Is proven by
the way the exhibits are coming in in
tl resources department for the
twenty-nint- fair: The displays of
grains and grasses, fruits and vege-
tables, cattle and sheep, of dry farm-
ing and irrigated farming at he Re-
sources Exposition will set;'a-ne- w
mark in the Southwest and will make
the.'Octoher carnival this,yéar more
than ever a real fair. - '
Reece Dobbyns, the fortSfJanta
Fe employe charged with iijft (inn sand
into- - the running gear of locomotives
and whose escapades in Mexico and
in this' territory, which found their
climax in his recent escape from the
Territorial Insane Asylum where he
was taken from the Territorial Peni-
tentiary, is again in Jail at Raton,
having been brought back from New-
ark, 0., where he had obtained the im-
portant position of roundhouse fore-
man on the Baltimore & Ohio rail-
road. Since in jail at Raton he again
simulates insanity.
That Albuquerque is fortunate to
get the soldiers from Fort Wingate
this year for the twenty-nint- fair and
as guard of honor for President Taft
was stated bv General S'ranklin Bell,
chief office:- - of the U. S. Army in
Albuquerque recently. General Bell
has, as chief of staff, sat down hard
on sending the federal troops to state
fairs hereafter, and this will probably
be the last time the people of the
Southwest will have an opportunity to
witness the daily maneuvers, of the
cavalry during the carnival. The
troops are practicing daily at Fort
Wlngate with the enormous "push
ball" In preparation for the exciting
contests at the fair.
Because his wife refuses to come to
New Mexico Graham Bailey yesterday
filed suit for divorce in the District
Court at Albuquerque. Mrs. Bailey
is at New Brighton, Staten iBland,
New York.
Kirk Bryan, formerly a student at
the University of New Mexico at Al-
buquerque, has been appointed an as-
sistant in the Department of Geology
under D. H. E. Gregory at Yale Uni-
versity. '
Teodocio Gonzales, a saloonkeeper
at Cabezón, Sandoval county, togeth-
er with his wife and two Navajos, were
arrested at Cubero for illicit liquor
traffic among the Indians and have
been lodged in the jail at Albuquerque.
Ten year old Dewey Mann has been
held to the grand Jury at Albuquerque
under $100 bond to answer the charge j
oi assault wun nueiii. iu mu. maim
in so It is said, attacked
ten year old Joequln, Martinez with a
shovel.
C. B. Ruggles and J. H. Wilson have
gone on a hunting expedition on the
Arroya Hondo in Taos county. Last
year on a similar expedition they
killed nine bears. Thus far this year
they have killed one bear and ft wild-
cat. '
Mrs. Harriet B. Crary, who died at
Albuquerque last week, has willed
Casa de Oro, her home, a large two-stor- y
brick building at Albuquerque,
to the Presbyterian Church, to be used
as a home ror oía taaies.
Forest Supervisor T. K. Stewart has
been In the Gallinas canon to exam-
ine into the project of building a con-
tinuation of the Scenic Highway from
the Gallinas planting station to Har
vey's upper ranch, a distance of about
four miles. Mr. Stewart figures It
would cost $760 a mile to build the
road.
adopted elsewhere.
The governor pointed with pride to
the fact that there has been only one
bank failure in New Mexico for a
number of years past and that a small
iirivnw umm.
The bonded debt of the territory
said the governor, is only $1,002,000,
and to this must be added certificates
of Indebtedness amounting to $92,500,
but from which must be deducted
$93,000 worth of bonds redeemed on
September 1 of this year, leaving a
net debt of $1,001,600 or about 25
cents per capita of population. Few
commonwealths can make so favor-
able a showing. Against this small
bonded debt, must also be credited
$527,000 in cash now in the territorial
treasury.
The bonded Indebtedness of the
counties amounts to $2,874,000, of
which more than however,
is owed by one county alone and s
by three counties, the other
twenty-thre- e counties owing only a
little over $1,000,000. To offset this
there are in county treasuries $1,302,-00- 0
ot cash.
To Raise Big Potatoes.
Albuquerque. A campaign is being
started to organize Rio Grande valley
farmers for a big potato growing ex-
periment next year. Irish potatoes
have been found to average 100 bush-
els per acre, but have never been
grown extensively, whereas local
wholesalers ship in 10,000,000 pounds
of potatoes every year for the local
markets, and 'shipment to nearby
points.
It is contended by the backers ot
the potato movement that th!" "op
wilt yield a profit ot $60 per acre. The
market is always sure, both early and
late potatoes bringing good prices.
The cantaloupe growers this year
raised melons under the associa-
tion plan for the first time, and the
.experiment has ' been a ucees, the
product-- being equal in quality to the
best and giving a heavy yield )per
acre. .
Get Large Slice of Estate
Albuquerque.Mrs. G. "S. McLan-dres-
Mrs. R. H. Sims and C. C.
Wright, prominent here, have
word that they will come In for
a big slice of the estate of the late
Ánne E. Fltzhugh of Bay City, Mich.
It consists of New York and Michi-
gan property and is valued at $500,-00-
The principal part, which be-
longed to the late William D. Fltzhugh
was originally a tract 40 miles long
and 10 miles wide in the Genesee
river valley of New York.
The millionaire Wadsworth family
has bought portions of the estate.
Mrs. Fltzhugh, deceased, was the niece
of Charles Carroll of Carrollton, signer
of the Declaration of Independence.
Courthouse for Luna.
The contract for the new court
house of Luna county at Deming, N.
M., has been let to J. C. Huff of El
Paso for a trifle over $40,000, and work
will commence on the building Oct. 1.
This will be probably the finest coun-
ty court house in New Mexiso.
'New Santa Fe Postma.ier.
A spirited contest for the
of Santa Fe has been end-
ed by the appointment of Samuel B.
Grlmshaw, now territorial coal oil
inspector.
There were eleven other candidates
in the field. Grlmshaw succeeds
Frank W. Sheron, who resigned to
the position of district clerk of
thé first judicial district. He held
the office only six months.
Grlmshaw is the third postmaster
this year tor the city, his predecessor
having succeeded Paul A. F. Walter in
, t" ,,,rinl nhnrlr(,
' Mexican.
Found Guilty of Robbery.'
Santa Fe, N. M. James Williams
was found guilty in the feder-
al court of robbing the postoffice
at La Platta, San Juan county.
His accomplice, James Henderson,
pleaded guilty and was sentenced to
pay $2,000 fine and costs by Judge
McFie, but in default ot the fine was
remanded to Jail.
County Seat War Argued.
Albuquerque, N. M. Judge E. A.
Mann, counsel for the people of Es-
tancia, Torrance county, returned
from Santa Fe, where he represented
Estancia In the arguments on the Tor-
rance county county seat fight before
District Judge McFie.
There Is a hot fight on between Es-
tancia and Progeso for the county
seat, which has been located at Estan-
cia since the county was created. The
court has the case under advisementDing. All DraooUta, U Ccaas
OC9C 3C cso What is ñe Strobe!
Airship?
plant. Where you only have a
imall acreage it is a great advan- -
Age for the early stuff, as you
hnvii ft-v- j ni nn rrnrVota for vnilr
THE FORT SUMNER REVIEW
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY BY THE
REVIEW PUBLISHING CO.
M. R. BAKER, Editor and Managei.j. V. Stearns, Publisher.
Subscription, $1 a Year, Cah.
.Lots Lxts
Should this man be shown to
be guilty a lynching will probably
o;cur.
The fate of Miss Montgomery
is the second that has shocked
New Mexico in the last few days.
The story of assault and murder
of Miss Sarah Hatton, aged 18.
near Santa Rosa is veiled in mys-
tery, but the horror of the detail
are perhaps only withheld from
sight Albuquerque Tribune.
Rates for Advertising and Job Worl
on application.
Bills due on ttM first day of the month.
Address all letters to the "Review
Publishing UMnpany."
That 18 the Question people arejxpress shipments, and it is e
big advantage to be able to load a?kln w Plan t0 l bi2
andTwenty Ninth Nsw MeXiC0 153cars almost from the start
with less than 300 acres it is a Albuquerque next mwth, when
hard matter to be able to ship the, Sírf mr machine will
m tnreeor more flights daily.
car-lo- ts early
We I The 2 frotel airship, which hasare certainly very much
pleased with the quality of this !wcn more, pme . monev at
and are in hopes that W;ternational expositions than any
wiU be able to arrange with you her &lf craft .ever itnade' .CT
to plant a good acreage there for s!st8 f a" ,mmetn8e BPindJe
next year shaped gas bag, tougo, light
fab five feet lonWould like to have you advise .8om
and thirty feet in diameter,me just as early as possible K to the great baggascan save you some of our best . Suspended
eed to plant next year. 18 onK hght, nd
We are now cutting all of our wood í?6?? can?in h
ed in Colorado and will com. Powerful engines which
m.- - t Hicth,, ; v,. drive the propeller at the rear of
Entered R second class mail matter
at Fort Surar.ür, New Mexico. (Post
Office, Suimyj'de, N. M.)
What woman can never under-
stand about finances is why the
bank always wants to balance
her account when she never has
any balance.
Devoted to the interests of Fori
S'litrapr. of Guadalupe County, and o;
New Mexico.
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 2. When you have piles don't fail
to use ManZan, the great pile
remedy. The only real way tc
cure this annoying trouble is to
ipply something that will act on
ill parts affected. That is what
ManZan does. It is put up in a
:ube with nozzle attatched. Sold
y Sunnyside Drug Co.
near future, and if you are ngur the airship. The operator is
eated midway of this framework
where the helm of this giant of
the air answers his every touch
as readily as a motor boat
When he rises, he slides back
i few feet the nose of the ship
and the propeller drives her
upward. When he descends
he slides forward, the balloons
prow dips and he glides earth-
ward. The ship is under perfect
control at all times and swoops
through the air in any direction
as easily as a huge bird, turning
and rising and falling as the
aviator wishes.
ing on planting will want to be
s.ire and get you the very best
seed that we can get. You will
require for planting and replant-
ing about one pound to the acre.
Hoping to have the pleasure oi
searing from you shortly, I
remain,
Very truly yours,
M. O. Goggins Co.,
(s'g.ied) C. A. Goggins, Fres.
Editor Fort Sumner Review:
I note what the M. O. Goggins
Co. tayin regard to our being
dble to get in the market earliei
with our cantaloupes. I feel
Easy Monthly
Payments
Fine building sites, overlooking Lake
Sumner, near Mr. Fred Williamson's
home.
Big double lots, 50 x 140 feet. All
with water rights. You can have a garden.
PRICES
Inside lots $100,09
Comers-
-$ 125,00
TERMS
$10,00 cash and the balance in 18
monthly payments.
By the time you have them paid for
they will be worth $200,00 or more.
Save a little each month. There is no
better investment on the face of ihe earth
than the earth itself.
IMPROVEMENTS
The company will set out trees in front
of every lot you purchase-th- is at no
expense to you.
It will only be a short time until all the
choice lots are taken.
DO IT NOW
EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS
LOTS-LOTS-LO- TS
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THI
UNITED STATES FOR THE SIXTH
JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF NEW
MEXICO.
In the matter of Katz 4 Pardue Co.,
Simon Katz and J. E. Pardue.
No. 30: IN BANKRUPTCY.
PETITION FOR DISCHARGE.
To the Hon. Alford W. Cooley,
Judge of the District Court of tht
United States for the Sixth District oi
New Mexico:
Simon Katz and J. E. Pardue, in the
County of Guadalupe' and Territory or
New Mexico, in said District, respect
fully represent that on the 7th day o
November, 1908, last past, they were
duly adjudged bankrupts under th
Acts of Congress relating to bankrupt
cy; that they have duly surrendered al
their property and rights of property
and have fully complied with all th
requirements of said acts and of orden
of the Court touching their bankruptcy.
Wherefore they pray that they maj
be decreed by the Court to have a ful
discharge from all eebts provabh
against their estate, under said Bank-
ruptcy Acts, except such debts as art
excepted by law from such discharge.
July 80, 1909.
(Signed.) SIMON KATZ,
J. E. PARDUE, . v
Bankrupts.''
ORDER ON PETITION.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THI
UNITED STATES,
SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
NEW MEXICO.
It is the perfection of aeris.!
onfident we can have them ripen navigation in the realm of the
wo to three weeks earlier than dir.gible balloon axd the flights
we did the past season, as we did at the Albuquerque fair will
n t plant until t.,e middle of 0ffer the people of the whole
..lay; the last frost we had was 80Uth west their first chance to
the last night in April. see a real sample of man's con--
W inter plowing of the lard quest of the upper air.
and cultivating of the crop will
do a great deal toward advancing
a crop of cantaloupes or any
other cultivated crop.
Yours etc.,
R. C. Nisbet.
There is nothing better w know
of for all kidney troubles than
Pineules. These pilis are really
excellent in cases of weak back
and backacke, pains in the neck
'of the bladder, rheumatic painWs Little Liver ills-e- asy and kindred duQ
to take KentlenactI0n,ecsánt; weakened di80rdered kidneys,
effect Sold by Sunnyside DrugCo &w fe gun de DrugNo. 30.
ORDER.
In the matter
of
Katz & Pardue Co.,
Simon Katz and
J. H. Pardue,
Bankrupts. I L. C. VanHecke. J. 0. Welborn.
This cause cominir on this the 17t
DROUTH RESISTING
FRUITS.
By E. Parsons, Parker, Colo.
On my ranch, with a precipita-
tion of 14 to 15 inches, we have
io difficulty in growing all the
varieties of fruit that are hardy
in the west, and make a gooo
profit out of the business, but for
hos? who have !ess precipitation
or v ho have not the time to pro-
vide the necessary cultivation, il
s best to plant only those varie-
ties which heed the least atten-
tion and will stand (he mosi
Irouth. First amon these wt
ind the Western wild plum. Thej
jrOw anywhere, and, if plantee1
in plowed land and cultivates
nce in a while, the size is mucl
mproved and the yeild enormous
know of no drouth that coule
kill a wild plum tree, and have
.vatched them pretty close for
ears. They are not so easy tc
;ransplant, but can be grown
om the seed and will bear in
hree years. I have them in my
rchard and around my house;
nany of them are volunteers
from seed thrown away.
Three or four pits should bt
planted in a hill in the fall, ane
when they come up in the spring
;an be thinned down to one in f.
iiill. As soon as the plums are
ipe is the time to plant, and af-
ter a few years a wild plum grove
will take of itself. ,
The grape vine flourshes in
countries where for six or fever
nonths in the year it never rains.
It bossoms late and bears a crop
every year, and the dryer the
better the grapes seem to be.
Sive them plenty of room, culti-
vate when the ground needs
loosening and keep the weeds out.
Vhey should be covered with a
little dry dirt the first and second
winters.
The London market currant
and any of the common goose-
berries grow beautifully with a
little cultivation. We have our
currant patch on top of a dry
hill.
,
They are planted eight
feet apart and the fruit is large.
The most vigorous grape to
plant, and one of the' largest, is
the Agawam; the Concord, Dia-
mond, Worden, and all the com-
mon eastern grapes do well. The
Morello and Montmorency cherry
will stand more drouth than any
locust and are both useful and
ornamental.
M. O. Goggins Company,
Produce Commision Merchants.
Pitsburgh, Pa. Kept 17, 19091
Mr. L. M. Disney, j
care Ft. Sumner Land and De-- 1
i
1 i?e Jkmzmzl K e
that we could distribute about 400
acres of this stock to advantag .
It would no doubt do better were
it to arrive on our market a little
earlier than this, and would like
to have you advise me whether
or not you can place it on the
market earlier.
It would not pay you take hold
of this deal under about 350 or
400 acres at planting time; you
cannot figure that all who prom-
ise to plant, and in fact those
who do plant, will get the proper
stand and have melons at picking
time. A great many of them
w.ll get a poor stand and get
discouraged and allow their fields
to die off. You can figure that
at least one fourth of theacreage
planted will never mature to ship
from, and it would be well if you
could get 500 acres promised to
day of September, 1909, for hearing oi
t.ie petition for discharge of . Simoi
Kutz and J. E. Pardue, and it appear-
ing that notices of the time and plací
for the hearing, and copies of ti.t
petition and order, were not mailed tt
ail the known creditors within the tim
required, it is by the court ordered tha.
a hearing be had on the Bsid petitioi
for discharge on the 8th day of October,
1909, before said Court, at Alamogordo,
N. M., in the said District at lOo'eloct
in the forenoon; and that notice thereo
be published for two successive weekf
in the Fort ' Sumner Review, a news-
paper printed in said district, and that
all kiiown creditors and other persons
in interest may appear at the said tim
. id place and show cause, if any the;
have, why the prayer of the said peti-
tioners should not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the court
that the Clt rk shall aend by mail to al
known creditors copies of said petitioi
and this order, addressed to them at
their places of residence as stated.
Witness the Hon. Alford W. Cooley,
Judge of said Court and the seal thereof,
this the 17th day of September, 1909.
(Signed) Alford W. Cooley, Judge.
(Signed) Chas. P. Downs, Clerk.
ifill
velopment Co.,
Ft Sumner, N. M.
Dear Sir:
Recived your favor relative
oo the crate of cantaloupes which
you shipped us. As to the quality
if this stock, it was everything
that could be desired. I cut ev-
ery cantaloupe in the crate and
wl.iieagood many of them were
so ripe that Ihjy had turned sour,
we could see very easily that the
quality was there when shipyed.
If you can produce a cantaloupe
of this grade, we do not think
there is any question but what
you can find profitable markets
for your crop. We feel confident
,5sf - BlllUr. M i- " lJIVmm mmKSSJV JIT, '
Praised by Press and Pulpit
No Piano has. ever been more enthusiastically endorsed.
The Artistic Case, the Easy, Responsive Action, and above
all the dec!, sweet, rich Tone, captivates performer and lis
tener. The united verdict is that .. .. .. ..FORT SUMNER, N. M.
Is in the Pecos Valley, on the new cut-o- ff of the A. T. & S. F.
Ry. that is to made a part of the through transcontinental route.
It is supported by 16,000 acres of irrigated fruit and alfalfa land,
an enormous expanse of Campbell System Farming land, a well
developed sheep industry and a climate that will eventually be its
LOMBARD PIANOS ARE THE
:ST IN THE WORLD !!.A G
greatest asset.
Fort Sumner Has
For Sale 120 acres of patentedland, within 5 miles of Fort
Sumner; living water; a choice
place for a dairy ranch; cheap
for cash.
C. W. Foor.
School Teacher Dies
After Assault at
Santa' Fe.
One of the mcst brutal crimes
in the history of New Mexico
had its culmination at 5 o'clock
Monday morning v when Miss
Gertrude Montgomery, a beati-scho- ol
teacher of Shreveport, La.,
died in the Santa Fe hospital af
ter undergoing untold agonies
for days at the hands of human
fiends, who, from all that can be
gained, captured her while alone
and held her prisoner for five
i'days before leaving.her wounded
and outraged to creep painfully
hopelessly on bleeding hands and
)cnees over the sharp rocks of the
arroya where she was found, in
the vain effort of help.
Three convicts are being held
for the crime. One of them, an
American, is believed from a de-
scription given by Miss Mont-
gomery before she died, to be
the guilty man.
Fort Sumner Needs
Furniture store with undertaker,
Hardware store, laundry, livery stable'
Watchmaker, bottling works, nursery,
Creamery, veterinary surgeon, florist,
Brick factory, milliner and dressmaker
Fruit and confectionery with news stand
Painter & paper hanger, harness maker
Moving picture show, cement contractor
Building contractor, Abstract office,
Brick, lime and cement, cigar factory,
Jeweler and optician, a dentist.
Ice plant, well driller, farmers.
Farmers, farmers and still more farmers
And all tbe wide-awak- e, brainy, hust-
ling, boosting young men of the East,
North or South who have breadth of
mind enough to see into the future,
good judgement enough to recoginize
an opportunity and courage enough
to grasp it Fort Sumner's citizens
today are the best the country affords
and she wants more of the same kind.
City water,
Telphone system,
A re lake Lake Sumner,
Irrigated streets and gardens,
An enthusiastic commercial club,
600 boosting citizens,
Town well, in depot addition,
A union church being built,
Three school teachers for 1909-1-
Electric light plant almost completed,
A new $10,000 depot,
One doctor, one lawyer ,
Five mercantile stores, one drug store.
One bank, one bakery, three restaurants
Six hotels, excellently equipped,
One newspaper Fort Sumner Review,
A feed store and a coal yard,
Good corral, cement block factory.
One plumber, a tin shop, one cobbler,
A second hand store, few saloons,
Insurance agents, U. S. Commissioner,
Lumberyard, carpenters,
Masons, bricklayers.
Vtt., Wes M- Maker. Grand Ato., Aarora, 111., ars: l cannot Bnd wordi la thm
Pnpliitb lUt-'Uu- t'j exfrehs tnr appreciation in you for having sold me such a baotifnl in-
strument. 1 realtv tiiirtli It the mt te.iutiful uutf I ver saw, and the tone U tupir
Í'rand. 1 shall be alad to riv jou anj testimonial, a I think tbe Lombard akould take tha
Rev. Geo. Dottbleday, Pra.Corpoi CbrUtl Caliere, Gaiestmrv, III., ayw: We are aalnr(lie Lombard in onr t otleiro irk at Corpus lhriti, and it is a pleasure to recommend It It
itf a bvautiiul iustrutLeut with a decp.twtKi, r.ch tone.1
J. W. Purviance, Kditf Mc Nairn y County Independent, Sel mar, Tana., saya: The Instru-
ment (Lombard l'ian fintt our m nt naojfun.B exiwctaiion. It in not only a rara beaowním outward finish, but tiie tre la round, fall, rich and sweet. Yoar firm haa proTeo toe
prompt aud reliable in Ha dealing with uie."
J Hrnest Paxson. Fditnr PrM, Parkerburfr, Pa., nays: 'I mnrt say that Am Lornbaftf
sentóte instrument, aud acrouit to a standard firm. We an mora than aatiattod."
R. R, Knitp;, President Federal Charter Co., Washln(tnn, D. C, a?: "ffe now realize
after n il a d c. nn pre tutu Mve tria' oí tlie Lombard by many mumic) artist of Wattliinir-to-
tti.it it ta and is second to none, retrardlesa oí prica or make. Every one who ban tried tbu
instrument iti enthusiastic in Its praise."
These are samples of hundreds of enthusiastic letters
received In every malL
gojfotjjuy a Plano Until You Have Investigated the Lombard.
Wo send the IvOtnbard Piano to any reliable party on 10 days' free trial.
XX may be paid f r by easy monthly or quarterly payment. Oredit will be
given to auit any houeat customer. A cfiacount allowed for all cash.
GALES3UR.G PIANO CO.,
MANUFACTURERS. GAIXSBUKQ, ILL..
o the editor ot this paper for further information about tho,
Piano, end a special opportunity to get one almost FREE,
jtne one will (tt the bargain of his life.
n
What a girl likes about horse-
back exercise is if she thinks her
figure looks fine in a riding
habit.
By taking a dose or two of Bees
Laxitive Cough Syrup, you will
get prompt relief frome from
a cough or cold. It genty moves
the bowels, heals irritation of the
throat and stops the cough. Sold
by the Sunnyside Drug Co.,
Two bie wool houses,
FORT SUMNER COMMERCIAL CLUB
NEW MEXICO.FORT SUMNER,
"Divide with the buyer the saving we effect by our superior methods
of manufacturing and distributing." Studebaker Policy 55 years old.
TMJE
Wilbur D. Nesbit
Tme HlA(TibrjiT
Four Cylinders
20 Horse Power
100-inc- h Wheel Base
32-inc- h Wheels
All Metal Body
Seats Two or Four
Magneto Included
Of Course
CD
who say IJÜV HEV do me wrong
fnmih tu- mitre
JL-
- ET us re II pc t for a moment that
we Rive at least h
of our working hours In the consideration
of the daily food supply that every acWhen once
1 knock and fail to And
For every day I stand outside your door. tion, every breath depends upon the nutri-
ment we derive from food, that the greatto fight andAnd bid you wake to rise,
win." est Bcjen'ista give time and skill to the
solutions of those questions of domestic
economy which so perplex thoughtful Studebaker-Flander- s 20750ftuneralitlei. housekeepers in every rank of life.If one wishes to loosen a screw that
Household Hints.
Try using the dry doughnuts or
la difficult to turn, heat a poKer rea
hot and apply on the head of the
screw for a moment, then while hot pieces of cake, after soaking over
apply the screwdriver. '
Boot or shoe laces will not come un-t- i
if wnTod nllzhtlv. If the tag has
night, In the Boston brown bread. You
will be surprised and gratified that It
is so good and the s not
thrown away.come off the end, wax it well and It
A popular way of serving codfish
with white sauce In the west, Is to
use sour cream In making the sauce
instead of sweet milk or cream. It is
worth trying.
Use newspapers to pad the ironing
board, they are as good as blankets.
Save eggshells by breaking enough
may be used much easier.
Ribbon laces will stay tied better If
slightly wet just at the knot
Use newspapers to polish the kitch-
en range and windows after they have
been well washed and dried.
When planning for a boiled dinner
reserve the liquor in which ham has
been boiled to cook the vegetables in.
With a small piece of pork and well
cooked vegetables you may have a
boiled dinner easily prepared.
Save old lace curtains to make bags
to keep lettuce in after It is washed.
It may be laid In the Icebox and Is
always ready to serve.
September is the month to buy and
plant your hyacinths for winter bloom-
ing. To grow long stemmed flowers
make a paper cone with a small open
shell at the end to remove the con-
tents, and fill with different colored
jellies. For an extra occasion they
make a charming dish when several
colors are used in a mound. They are
nice to use in the children's lunch
basket, leaving the Jelly In the
Dainty Sandwiches for Occasions,
In cutting sandwiches use bread
that Is at least a day old, or It will
be too soft. Here are a few fillings
for sandwiches that may be new to
Off to get a rest
From the clty'sriot,
Rushing east and west '
Seeking far for quiet;
Up at Ave a. m.,
Trudging on the highway
"Where the dewdrops gem
Grass along each byway.
Back for breakfast, then
Out for golf all morning 1
City maids and men
Should observe the warning
In their weary nerves
And go where it's restful.
Build up all their curves.
Get of air a chestful.
Afternoon with books?
No, we'll go ting.
Drift to shady nooks?
Huh! Who cares for floating?
Bend upon the oars,
With your arms '
See the flying shores
Of the placid river. '
Ioaf around at night?
Hardly. There Is dancing;
Feet are gay and light,
Byes are brightly glancing.
Dance till one or two.
Then an hour of chatter.
Feeling worn, are you?
Bless us, what's tire matter?
Came out here for rest?
Gracious, you are sitlyl
Think your sleep is best
When the night is stilly?
Fuss and fume and fret-D- on
't view things with sorrow.
Listen: don't forget
We must rush
Life Is one mad rush.
Naught but humps and hustles,
Gabble, groan and gush.
Wearing out your muscles;
Romp and ride and run.
Soaked with perspiration
Glad when you are done
With the old vacation.
ing In the top and place over tne piam
when beginning to send up its flower
stalk. The blossom will shoot up a
long stem in order to reach the light,
and when the flower Is developed it
will be well above the foliage.
Put a pane of window glass over
your cook bcok when using it It
erves two purposes, keeping the
pages clean and as a weight to hold
the book open.
many.
Cream the butter, spread the bread
cut very thin, add chill sauce on a
crisp lettuce leaf, between the slices.
Sardines shredded and seasoned
with chil sauce, between slices of
white buttered bread.
Yellow tomato preserved In lemon
and ginger. These may be served as
a cake.
Gingerbread spread with cream
cheese and thin slices of preserved
ginger.
Cream cheese, softened with cream,
seasoned with salt, paprika, Worcester-
shire sauce and chopped nuts put be-
tween graham or rye bread .slices.
Cbjop fine cold roast lamb, mix with
mint sauce and use as a sandwich fill-
ing. '
Russian sandwiches: Use finely
chopped ptmolas (stuffed olives)
stirred Into cream cheese. Add mayon-
naise dressing. Spread graham bread
with butter and cover with the
Baked Mackerel.
Either fresh or salt may be used, tf
the latter, soak 24 hours skin side up,
changing the water often. Bake for
25 minutes with a cupful of thick
cream poured over It, the last half of
the baking.
"Don't scorn your mutton when you
hanker after quail." De Wolf Hopper.
At sixty-tw- o life has begun
At seventy-thre- e begin once more;
Fly swifter as you're near'st the sun,
And brighter shine at eighty-fou- r.
At ninety-fiv- shouM'st thou arrive
Still wait on Qo( iid work and thrive.
Ol.ver Wendell Holmes.
HUS is a man created to do allJL
his work for some woman,
Do It for her, and her only, only to lay
at her feet;
Yet in his talk to pretend shyly and
ñercely maintain It.
Ba, LIFE spent in bruBhing clothes
and washing crockery
and sweeping floors 1 a life which the
proud of earth would have treat-
ed as the dust under their feet;
a life spent at a- clerk's desk;
a life spent in a narrow shop; a life so
ennobled by God's loving mercy that for
the- sake of it a king might gladly yield
bis crown." Canon Parrar.
Studebaker patrons? Well, It's a fact. It's thw
way we stand back of them treat them as we
want their customers treated. They soon get
the spirit.
THE BEST BRAINS IN THE INDUSTRY
are engaged in the production, of the Studebake-
r-Flanders "20." Plants best suited to Its
manufacture have been purchased for if we
would avoid all chance of delays an disappoints
ments to buyers we must depend on no outside
concern to furnish the smallest part. Every
part must be made In our own factories and unr
der the watchful eye of Flanders. ,
TO MAKE THE LOW PRICE POSSIBLE
it was necessary also that there enter In no
' Intermediate parts profit. No concern making
an assembled car can hope to compete with this
car in quality at the price. It was the purchase
of several plants among them the splendidly
equipped De Luxe factory at Detroit, a forging
plant, a body making plant, and others that
started the rumors and make it necessary to
announce our plans a few weeks earlier than
Intended. It suits us all right but
OUT OF CONSIDERATION FOR COMPETITORS
we intended to keep silent yet a while. Der-eri- es
will not begin until January. Besides, we
realized that the announcement of such a.car
at such a price, and by Studebakers, Is likely to
have the effect of an explosive bomb on the
market at this time. We had no desire to pre-
cipitate anything, but our hand was forced.
"THIS CAR WILL BE THE SCREAM OF 1910"
said the first dealer who was let into the secret,
and if dealers can't pick winners who can?
IT WILL BE A REPETITION OF "30" HISTORY
the greatest sensation the greatest success
from every standpoint ever sprung in this In-
dustry up to date.
OF COURSE IT WILL BE DAMNED
by rivals. But damning doesn't hurt. No car
ever was damned as was the "30," now
known as Studebaker "30." They said
we would never be able to make them at the
price we did. Then they said deliveries would
be delayed shipping 45 a day now 4,500 In
hands of owners. Damning doesn't hurt, for
they never damn dead ones.
STUDEBAKERS ARE THE WORLD'S LARGEST
makers of motor cars many times over. Yet
we cannot hope to supply the whole demand.
' And as cars sold under the Studebaker name
are always first choice, persons who are unable
to get them and must buy some other are natu-
rally disappointed and often sore.
THERE IS CERTAIN TO BE A SHORTAGE
of every Studebaker model in 1910. We know
that now, but are powerless to avert It, Under
the Studebaker name 41,600 cars, gasoline
alone, will be made in 1910. That sounds big,
but this is a big country and the name stand
high over every mile of It
ONLY 1,000 STUDEBAKER-GARFORD- S
America's standard high priced car have been
planned for. Of the latest model, not yet pub-
licly announced, nearly 200 are already under
order. For several weeks we have been aware
that there will be a big shortage of this model,
but It Is too late to change plans now. The only
thing for you. If you want a car of that type-se- ven
passenger, $4,000, with Btandard body
is to get your order in now have a definite de-
livery date set
"DIVIDE WITH THE BUYER
the saving we effect by our superior method of
manufacture and selling." That is the keynote
to all Studebaker operations the explanation
of our policy of small profits per unit on quanti-
ties of cars. No other manufacturer is satisfied
with so small a margin. Most of them do not
know, within several dollars, what it costs to
make an automobile and they set a wide mar-gi-n
to cover.
YOU HAVE BEEN PAYING FOR WASTEFUL METHODS
.
ever since the inception of this young industry.
. We have corrected that This is an Industry
now not a game.
STUDEBAKERS, WITH ALL THEIR RESOURCES
financial and otherwise, would have hesitated
, to launch a project as big as Studebaker-Flan- -
ders "20" under the conditions which until with- -'
in a few months have prevailed in the automo-
bile Industry or ratber Game. The basis on
which the business has been conducted was
foolish, fictitious and false. It was fair neither
to maker nor buyer most unfair to the dealer.
He was always chasing rainbows. Tying up
with one wild-ca- t concern after another, he
never handled the same Une two years In suc-
cessionnever knew where, a year afterward,
to find any one to stand back of the
"guarantee" lie had given with the car.
HOW DIFFERENT NOW
when you can buy any type of car your needs
dictate or your purse can afford and have be-
hind it the warranty and the name of a concern
like Studebakers fifty-fiv- e years old. This lat-
est creation Studebaker-Flander- s "20" com
pletes the line. Here are brief specifications.
Read them carefully; then If you desire further
information about this or any other Studebaker
model write your nearest branch. Whatever
you do, get your order in or don't berate us
because you can't get a car for next spring's
use, when you will want it badly.
MOTOR t cylinder, cut en bloc ; valves all on one side, extra,large ; 20 horse power at normal engine speed.
CARBURETOR Float feed, similar to the successful
"30" carburetor.
COOLING Water ; centrifugal pnmp, similar to
RADIATOR Studebaker-Oarfor- d type handsome and efficient,
MAQNETO Standard equipment, not an extra, Splitdorf : simi-lar to 4500 In use and not a oomplalnt.
TRANSMISSION Selective eliding gear; compare with noisy,power consuming planetary gears on other cars of 11,00V
and less.
REAR AXLE Drawn steel ; transmission Incorporated In
to single universal lolnt, enclosed, oil anddust proof.
WHEEL BASE 100 Inches mark that.
WHEELS ArtlUery type, n Inch diameter; large wheels andlong base guarantee easy riding over roughest roads or
Ílavements. Compare with dinky cars that go bobbins overequalities like lame Jack rabbits. '
FRAME Pressed 'steel.
BODY Pressed steel, made In two types; two passenger run-
about, with large deck for trnnk or packages; add twoseats and have a natty Suburban.
The Greatest Automobile Value
the World Has Ever Seen
HERE'S THE ANNOUNCEMENT
for which the world of Automobllla has been
waiting bo anxiously hoping or dreading aci
cording as the Individual was a buyer or seller
of motor cars.
WE HAD INTENDED KEEPINC SILENT
about this car for a few weeks yet until other
makers had had their say until they bad all
sprung their "sensations."
BUT THE MAGNITUDE OF OUR PREPARATIONS
the purchase of several factories by Stude-
baker interests as represented by the Com-
pany of Detroit set trade tongues and
information as to the car that was to be produced
on such a tremendous scale began to leak out.
DEALERS, ANXIOUS TO GET THE WINNING LINE
began to inquire as to the Studebaker plans for
next year. They were Insistent, for, very natu-
rally, they did not want to tie up with any other
concern If Studebakers were to have the great
line that bad been reported. No man likes to
enlist on the losing side. All like to march with
the Victorious.
CUSTOMERS EVERYWHERE WROTE
in this vein: "If Studebakers are going to build
a runabout I don't want to buy until I have
seen it." Thousands of these writers have dealt
with this old house for years some of them
never bought a vehicle anywhere else. To
them the Studebaker name Justly adds to the
Intrinsic value of any car.
IN VIEW OF THIS ANXIETY
on the part of our friends we decided It would
be unjust to dealers and prospective buyers to
longer withhold information as to this car,
which will supplement those other two incom-
parable models, Studebaker-Garfor- d "40" and
Studebaker "30,"
SO THE CAT IS OUT
Read the specifications briefly given below. Con-
sider the source, of this car's origin. Then com-
pare It with other "Sensations" recently an-
nounced and see if yourdon't think they were
false alarms.
STUDEBAKER-FLANDER- S "20"
is the name of the new car, and the title was se-- ,
lected because it was believed that that alone
would be the strongest guarantee of its quality
to any one at all familiar with the history and
' the personnel of the automobile Industry.
STUDEBAKERS STAND SPONSOR
for the product the entire output will be
marketed through this organization. That la
your guarantee that the car will be of sterling
quality throughout Studebakers could not af-
ford to lend their name and a reputation based
on 55 years of upright dealing to any but an
honest product.
FLANDERS WILL MANUFACTURE
this product. What could we say here that
would add to his fame as a manufacturer? His
has been the most wonderful record in this won-
derful business. It has been a succession of
triumphs a repetition from year to year of
feats In production that had theretofore been
considered Impossible that otheT makers now
call marvelous. "30," which attained
such an instantaneous success and now stands
the most popular car on the market, was suffi-
cient to establish Flanders for all time.
JAMES HEASLETT DESIGNED
the Studebaker-Flander- s "20" an engineer who
up to the time he undertook this commission
bad never set his hand nor his talent to the de- -
- signing of any but high priced cars. Several
' of the best known emanated from his brain. He
designed the original Studebaker chassis the
one from which have evolved all later models.
Heaslett doesn't know how to do cheap work
in the sense that the term Is generally used. He
simplifies and he knows how to design parts
to manufacture to the best advantage there he
is unsurpassed by any.
35,000 S-- F "20V WILL BE BUILT IN 1910
We realize that these figures will be almost in-
credible to persona unfamiliar w;th the re-
sources of Studebakers and the ability of Flan-
ders. It is a simple statement of fact. That the
old "ultra conservative" house of Studebakers
and not some young and inexperienced concern
stands back of the statement ought to give
it a par value. We know It will.
THIS QUANTITY WAS NECESSARY
It would be impossible to produce a car or this
size and quality at the price if made in smaller
quantities. The tremendous "overhead" expense
of equipment and distribution would, if saddled
onto a lesser number of cars, make it necessary
to add 25 to 60 per cent, to the price. We can-
not build a much better car than others do for
the money in lots of 3,000 to 5,000. But by dis-
tributing the overhead over 25,000 cars we have
been able to set the price at $760.
COMPARE THIS CAR WITH OTHERS
listed at 1100 to $300 more. Add a magneto to
those not so equipped we believe no automo-
bile is complete without a first class magneto
and you will And that, aside from the difference
in price, there is no comparison in value. We
didn't intend there should be,
THIS IS A FULL GROWN, MAN'S SIZE
magneto equipped, four cylinder car not a four
cylinder toy or a one-lun- g makeshift
WE HAVE HAD IT IN MIND SEVERAL YEARS
under way several months simply waited until
plans could be matured fof Its proper manufac-
ture and distribution. No concern would dare
attempt a task so large as this until proper ma-
chinery not only for making but for marketing
the product had been .perfected and Installed.,
That time has arrived.
THE DEMAND IS ALREADY THERE
this we know. It only remained to perfect an
organization to properly take care of it and
to extend to buyers that uniform courtesy and
prompt attention that have made Studebakers
famous and prosperous. Did you ever notice
that a Studebaker representative, wherever you
find him, breathes the spirit of the whole or-
ganizationIs a sort of beacon of safety to all
That all is for love of the work toll Just
for the love of the toll.
The Spectator.
How He Lost His Job.
"Mr. Nosaltt," said the new man,
who had been engaged as a literary
adviser in the publicity department of
the railway, "it seems to me that when
we designate a man as 'Traveling
Passenger Agent,' we are tautological,
at the least."
"We are what?" asked the superior,
"Tautological. What does a trav-
eling passenger agent do?"
"He goes around and gets people to
ride over our lines, of course."
"Yes. He gets passengers. Why
call him a traveling passenger agent?
Of a necessity, a passenger must be
a traveling passenger."
"How's that?"
"I ay a passenger must be a trav-
eling one or he Isn't any good to us
in fact, he cannot be a passenger
at all. A passenger is some one who
travels. The statement that we send
out an agent to get traveling passen-
gers is absurd on the face of it,
and " -
"You may convert yourself into a
traveling passenger to the street, with
a stop-ove- r at the cashier's office long
enough to get what is due you to
date," snorted the superior, whirling
back to his desk.
Some Uses of Soda.
Soda is such a common article in
the household it is well to recall its
many uses. It is a well tried rem-
edy for a sour stomach. Use a quar-
ter of a teaspoonful in three
of water.
. To make home-mad- e soda-wate- r put
a little vinegar (half a teaspoonful) In
a glass; add a teaspoonful of sugar, a
quarter of a teaBpoonful of soda, stir
well, add a half glass of water and you
have a fair Imitation of soda fountain
soda-wate-
For ridding cooking utensils of
trong flavors, such as onion, cabbage
or fish, fill the dish with cold water,
add a teaspoonful of soda and bring
Household Hints.
To remove down from a duck or
goose has been a great problem, and
this hint will be acceptable to many.
Roll the duck In powdered resin, dip
for a moment in boiling water, when
removed the resin hardens at once,
forming a coating which is easily
rubbed off, taking the down with it.
Stuff a duck, tame or wild, with an
onion or a bunch of celery which Is
to be removed before serving.
Apple sauce served with goose or
pork adds the acid which Is needed
to assimilate the fatty food.
Keep new wrapping paper on the
work table If It is not covered with
zinc, as it may be removed when
soiled and the table is saved a scrub-
bing. Vegetables may be prepared on
the paper and the refuse gathered up
and burned. In sifting flour for cakes-tw-
pieces of paper are a great con-
venience as they may be lifted with
the flour and handled so easily.
Wrapping paper may be used for a
bread or cake board, spread over a
table, when It Is well dusted with
flour. This Is a great help when
camping and such conveniences are
absent
Keep a package of toilet paper in
the kitchen to wipe out greasy pans
and dishes and to save work in count-
less ways.
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usual way.
. To clean the Inside of vases In
which flowers have stood, fill with wa-
ter to which add soda and let stand
over night, then rinse and wash thor-
oughly.
Add a little soda to water In the
tea and coffee pots, boil and wash.
This sweetens them better than other
ways. Then set In the sun to air.
Silver may be e&Ily brightened by
adding a tablespoonful of soda to a
pint of water. Put In the silver and
boil for a few minutes. The pieces
will come out clean and bright Pol-
ish with a chamois skin before put-
ting away. '
Washing soda dissolved In cold wa-
ter will remove grease from floor.
Poetic Justice.
"No," remarks the editor, with a
mocking smile. "I cannot use your
verses. You will pardon me for say-
ing that they utterly ' lack sense,
rhythm, meter, Idea, form, construc-
tion and everything else that Should
be In a poem."
With a proud though peeved heart
the poet strode from the magazine of-
fice, took his verses to a popular song
publisher, had them printed, and
within Bix months, a millionaire,
came back, bought the magazine and
fired the editor.
wuen BUB&ing. rour a not solution Ol
soda and water down the kitchen sink
once or twice to free the pipes of
grease. Soda in cooking is too well
known to need repeating, but as a
bousehlod staple its value is great
One for Pa.
A Mean Fling.
"Yes, suh!" says Col. Goah of Lex-
ington. "I notice, suh, by the dally
papuhs, that yo' rascally Yanks ah
fightln' amongst yo'selves ovah who
shall gobble the wateh rights in the
no'th an' west."
"That's all right," retorts the quick-
tempered man from Omaha. "But I
haven't heard of any one trying to get
any water rights In Kentucky."
Cherry Soup.
Take one quart of cherries or one
pint of canned and one quart of wa-
ter. Cook and strain. Return to the
Are, add sugar, whole cinnamon and
cloves to taste. Thicken with two
of corn starch stirred
smooth In cold water, cook until the
raw taste of the starch is removed.
Serve hot or cold.
Fate Much at One Makes It
Don't saddle your laziness and fail-
ure on fate. She Is the kindest of god-
desses and allows herself to be wooed
by anyone. You can claim her for
your own and make her what you will.
You can cherish her, dress her In the
finest raiment and most gorgeous col-
ors, you can twine the laurel wreaths
around her brow, or you can drag her
down to the mire of misery.
Ostend Pa, didn't you say gossip
was a poor thing at all times?
Pa I 'did, my son.
Ostend Well, 1 should think It
would be right the opposite.
Pa And why?
Needless Caution.
"Excuse me," says the beautiful
lady to the unexpected caller. "I wae
not expecting any one to call this eve-
ning, and so I ate onions with my din-
ner." i
"Don't lét it worry you," begs the
caller. "I had not planned to kiss
you."
Ostend Well, don't they say gossip
gains currency?
Disgusted.
Peter and John (seeing a large
plateglass pane put In) "We may as
well go home. They are not going to
let it fall." Fliegende Hlaetter.
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Most Foolish of All Pride.
The pride of dying rich raises the
loude&t laugh In hell. Foster.
A GREAT ANNOYANCE. In Pittsburg.
The City Editor Here's a mighty
you have. Dammit! why couldn't you
tell me before?"
"It did not feel so painful in the
water."
"I helped the best I could," inter-
posed Miss Leslie. "I think if you
could get Mr. Winthrope a crutch"
"Crutch!" growled Blake. "How
long do you think it would take me to
wade through the mud? And look at
that cloud! We're in for a squall.
Here!"
He handed the girl the smaller
string of cocoanuts, flung the other up
the beach and stooped for Winthrope
to mount his back. He then started
off along the beach at a sharp trot
Miss Leslie followed as best she
could, the heavy cocoanuts swinging
about with every Btep and bruising her
tender body.
The wind was coming faster than
Blake had calculated. Before they bad
run 200 paces they heard the roar of
water, and the squall
struck them with a force that almost
overthrew the girl. With the wind
came torrents of rain that drove
through their thickest garments and
drenched them to the skin within the
first
Ulake slackened his pace to a walk
and plodded sullenly along beneath
the driving downpour. He kept to the
lower edge of the beach, where the
sand was firmest, for the force of the
falling deluge beat down the waves
the Coast Beyond.
good story about a young fellow who
runs away with a chorus girl.
The Night Editor What's that? A
good story? Why, it's been done to
death.
The City Editor This one hasn't.
It's an absolute novelty. The young
fellow is neither a millionaire nor a
Pittsburger.
"What would be a good name for
my flying machine?"
"Why not call it 'The Cost of "
Houston Post.
Followed Directions.
Two street urchins were having a
controversy oyer a spotted pup.
'Gimme my dorg," said the tall one
angrily, doubling up his fist.
"Give yer de dog? " retorted the
other one sarcastically, "Why yer can
whistle for it."
"Can, eh? Well, that's just what
'm going to do. Come on, purp." And
the next moment the tall boy and the
dog were vanishing around the cor
ner.
Too Suggestive.
My poor man," said the kind
housewife, as she handed out a cut of
prune pie, "how did you come to ran
if you owned a condensed milk fac-
tory?"
'Ah, ma am." responded the tall
tramp, "it was de fault of me partner.
He called de milk de 'Globe' brand and
we went up."
'And the name ruined it?
'Yes, ma'am; you see de globe is
s water."
Possible Explanation.
Hixon "My tailor has sent me two ,
bills for one suit of clothes."
Dixon "How do you account for
it?"
Hixon "He evidently uses the
double-entr- y Bystem of bookkeeping."
The Perils of Propinquity.
'How did that freight boat of yours
pay this season?"
'Not very well. Still, her record in
one way was highly satisfactory."
'What way was that?"
'Out of the total number of guests
carried in her cabins during the sum-
mer, twenty-si- x became engaged, and
there have been seven marriages."
"An aviator cannot boast of his fam
ily."
"Why not?"
"Because in his profession there is
no cause for boasting of descent."
Baltimore' American.
The October Century.
The most timely feature of the Octo-
ber Century is the Clermont chapter
of "Fulton's Invention of the Steam-
boat," written by the inventor's
MrB. Alice Crary
This second of two valuable
historical articles is devoted to the
Clermont's making, launching and his-
tory; and the narrative includes many
of Fulton's own letters and manu-
scripts, now published for the first
time, in addition to autographic plans
for the Clermont, recently discovered.
Other timely articles of the number
include Mr. A. Barton Hepburn's dis-
cussion of the question: "Is a Central
Bank Desirable?" contracting the rig-
idity of the United States currency
with the flexibility of the currency of
other nations; also two articles on the
growing use of the "finger-print- " sys-
tem of identification in governmental
and business circles. Charles B.
Brewer tells of their use In the United
States navy and elsewhere; and Jay
Hambidge has much of interest to say
on the remarkably successful use by
the New York police of this new meth-
od of identifying criminals.
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There Is Mountain & Plain Paint,
"climatically correvt, and fully guar-
anteed. It is made by McPhee & McUtmilty Co., Denver, whose reputation
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Kidney Disease Show Many Painful
and Unpleasant Symptoms.
George S. Crowell, 1109 Broadway,
Helena, Mont, says: "I was troubled
with a disordered
condition of the kid-
neys, some backache
and Irregular pass-
ages of secretions. At
times I was obliged
to get up out of bed
at night, and .the
urine waa unnatural
in appearance. On the
advice of a friend I
procured Doan's Kidney Pills and
began using them. This remedy helped
me at once, strengthened my kidneys
and corrected the disordered condi
tion."
Remember the name Doan's. Sold
by all dealers. 50 cents a box. Foster--
Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
OLDEST LAND IN THE WORLD
According to Scientists Our Earth
Had Its Origin in the Lauren-tia-
Highlands.
Stretching across Canada, north of
the St. Lawrence, and ending in the
regions about the source of the Mis-
sissippi, is a range of low granite hills
called the Laurentian highlands. These
hills are really mountains that are al-
most worn out, for they are the old-
est land 'in America, and, according
to Agassiz, the oldest in the world.
In the days when there was nothing
but water on the face of the globe,
these mountains came up a long Is-
land of primitive rock with universal
ocean chafing against its shores. None
of the other continents had put in
their appearance at the time America
was thus looking up. The United
States began to come to light by the
gradual uplifting of this land to the
north and the appearance of the tops
of the Alleghenies which were next
In order. Later the Rockies started
r.p. The United States grew south-
ward from Wisconsin and westward
from the Ulue Ridge. An early view
of the country would have show.ed a
hrge island which Is now northern
Wisconsin, and a long thin tongue of
this primitive rock sticking down from
Canada into Minnesota, and these two
growing states looking out over the
waters at the mere beginnings of
I ountain ranges east and west. They
were waiting for the rest of the Unit
ed Stales to appear. The Atlantic.
They Didn't Have to Change.
During the years in which our purs
food laws have been put into effect
there has been a great hurrying and
scurrying on the part of the food man
ufacturers to change their methods to
make them conform to the law.
The Quaker Oats Company is a con-
spicuous exception. It was admitted
that Quaker Scotch Oats was as pure
and clean as possible and that it was
an ideal food.
It is so cheap that any one can af
ford it and so nourishing that every.
one needs It The result of last year's
experiments at Yale and other points
where food values were tested Is that
Quaker Scotch Oats has been adopted
by many persons as their food on
which they rely for adding vigor and
endurance of muscle and brain.
The Quaker Oats Company meets
all demands in the way it packs
Quaker Scotch Oats; regular size
packages and the large size family
package; the latter, both with and
without china.
As St. Louis Lawyers Talk.
Circuit Judge Reynolds had an
r.oiinceil that he would hear jurors
who had excuses to offer for not serv-
ing, and a dozen American citizens
crowded up to the bench to tell their
troubles. Their excuses were as
varied as those who were bidden to
the feast that the Bible tells about.
One had an important engagement
and another could not hear very well,
and anotnei had sickness in his fam-
ily, and another bad duties to per
form which nobody else on earth could
perform, and another was going on
a journey. And st it went
The last man in the line wanted to
be let off because he was a German.
He might have been excused if he had
not presented his excuse wrong end
forward.
"Judge," he said, "I can't under
stand good English."
"Oh, you'll do all right," said the
judge. "There is no good English
spoken in here. St Louis Post-Di- s
patch.
Snake Story.
"Before he went fishing," said the
town story-telle- he swallowed
'bout a pint an' half of snakebite rem-
edy, an' of course you know what that
Is? Well, after the snake bit him.
the reptile cut all sorts o' capers, kaze
the remedy went straight to its head.
Last thing It tried to do wuz to awal-
ler its tall, an' it got itself In the form
of a hoop, an' I'm a liar ef the chil
dren didn't roll it around all day!"
Atlanta Constitution.
Old Poets Knew of Automobile.
"The old poets knew about the auto
mobile."
"How, now?"
"Macaulay speaks of Lars Porsena
and his ivory car."
"Well?"
"And Poe cites an Instance of the
air growing denser. Evidently an
auto had just passed."
Identified.
Police Sergeant Can you give me
a description of the person who ran
over you?"
"Oi can that. He had on a fur coat
an' an autymoblle cap an' goggles."
Dr. Pterae't Pleasant Pellets regulate and Invig-
orate stomach, liver and bowels.
ttnj granule. Baaj to tak aa oandy.
No man can pray right while, ht
llvfli wrong.
BENNET.
iLUSTfíAWffJ BYRAY WALTERS
túPYAICtr 901 r A.CftCtCfAG Co.
SYNOPSIS.
The slory opens with the shipwreck of
the steamer on which Miss Uenevievf
IjeRlle, an American heiress, Lord e,
an Englishman, and Tom Blake,
a brusque American, were passengers.
The three were tossed upon an uninhab-
ited island and were the only ones not
drowned. Blake recovered from a drunk-
en stupor. Blake, shunned on the boat,
because of his roughness, became a hero
as preserver of the helplesB .pair. The
Englishman was suing for the hand of
Miss Leslie. Blake started to swim back
to the ship to recover what was left.
Blake returned safely. Winthrope wasted
hiB last match on a cigarette, for which
he was scored by Blake. Their first meal
was a dead fish. The trio started a ten
mile hike for higher land. Thirst at-
tacked them. Blake was compelled to
carry Miss Ijeslie on account of weari-
ness. He taunted .Winthrope. They en-
tered the Jungle. That night was passed
roosting high in a tree. The next morn-
ing they descended to the open again.
CHAPTER VI. Continued.
"How wide la It?" Inquired Win-
thrope, gazing at his swollen hands.
"About 300 yards at high tide. May
be narrower at ebb."
"Could you not build a raft?" Bug- -
gestea miss Lesne.
Blake smiled at her simplicity. "Why
not a boat? We've got a penknife."
"Well, then, I can swim." '
"Bully for ou! Guess, though, we'll
try something else. The river is chuck
full of alligators. What you waiting
for, Pat? We haven't, got all day to
fool around here."
Winthrope twisted the creeper about
his leg and slid to the ground, doing
all he could to favor his hands. He
found that he could walk without pain,
and at once stepped over beside
Blake's club, glancing nervously
around at the jungle.
Blake Jerked up the end of the
creeper, and passed the loop about
Miss Leslie. Before she had time to
become frightened he swung her over
and lowered her to the ground lightly
as a feather. He followed, hand under
hand,' and stood for a moment beside
her, staring at the foli-
age of the jungle. Then the remains
of the night's quarry caught his eye,
and he walked over to examine them.
"Say, Pat," he called, "these don't
look like deer bones. I'd say yes;
there's the feet it's a pig."
"Any tusks?" demanded Winthrope.
MIbk Leslie looked away. A heap of
bones, however cleanly gnawed, Is not
a pleasant sight. The skull of the
animal seemed to be missing; but
Blake stumbled upon It In a tuft of
grass and kicked It out upon the open
ground. Every shred of hide and
gristle had been gnawed from it by the
jackals; yet If there had been any
doubt as to the creature's Identity
there was evidence to spare in the sav
age tusks which projected from the
jaws.
observed Blake; "this
old boar must have been something
of a scrapper his own self."
"In India they have been known to
kill a tiger. Can you knock out the
tusks?"
"What tor?"
"Well, you said we had nothing for
arrow points "
"Good boy! We'll cinch them and
ask questions later."
A few blows with the club loosened
the tusks. Blake handed them over to
Winthrope, together with the whisky
flask, and led the way to the n
patch through the thicket. Á
free use of his club made the path a
little more worthy of the name, and
as there was less need of haste fhan
on the previous evening, Winthrope
and Miss Leslie came through with
only a few fresh scratches. Once on
open ground again, they soon gained
the fallen palms.
At a word from Blake, Miss Leslie
hastened to fetch nuts for Winthrope
to husk and open. Blake, who had
plucked three leaves from a fan palm
near the edge of the jungle, began to
split long shreds from one of the
huge leaves of a cocoanut palm. This
gave him a quantity of coarse, stiff
fiber, part of which he twisted in a
cord and used to tie one of the leaves
of the fan palm over her head.
"How's that for a bonnet?" he de-
manded.
The improvised head-gea- r bore so
grotesque a resemblance to a recent
type of picture hat that Winthrope
could not repress a derisive laugh.
Miss Leslie, however, examined the
bat and gave her opinion without a
sign of amusement "I think It Is
splendid, Mr. Blake. If we must go
t ut In the sun again, it Is just the thing
to protect one."
"Yes. Here's two more I've fixed for
jrou. Ready yet, Winthrope?"
The Englishman nodded, and the
three sat down to their third feast of
cocoanuts. They were hungry enough
at the start, and Blake added no little
keenness even to his own appetite by
a grim joke on the slender prospects
of the next meal, to the effect that If
In the meantime not eaten themselves
they might possibly find their next
meal within a week.
"But If we must move, could we not
take some of the nuts with us?" sug-
gested Winthrope.
Blake pondered over this as he ate,
and when fully satisfied he helped him-
self up with his club he motioned the
others to remain seated.
"There are your hats and the
strings," he said, "but you won't need
them now. I'm golna to tak a pros- -
and held in check the breakers which
the wind sought to roll up the beach.
The rain storm was at its height
when they reached the foot of the
cliffs. The gray rock towered above
them 30 or 40 feet high. Blake de-
posited Winthrope upon a wet ledge
and straightened up to scan the head
land. Here and there ledges ran more
than half-wa- y up the rocky wall; In
other places the crest was notched by
deep clefts; but nowhere within sight
did either offer a continuous path to
the summit. Blake grunted with dls
gust.
"It'd take a fire ladder to get up this
side," he said. "We'll have to try
the other, If we can get around the
point. I'm going on ahead. You can
follow, after Pat has rested his ankle.
Keep a sharp eye out for anything in
the flint line quartz or agate. That
means fire. Another thing, when this
rain blows over, don't let your clothes
dry on you. I've got my hands full
enough without having to nurse you
through malarial fever. Don't forget
.he cocoanuts, and if I don't show up
by noon save me some."
He stooped to drink from a pool in
the rock which was overflowing with
the cool, pure rainwater, and started
off at his sharpest pace. Winthrope
and Miss Leslie, seated side by side
in dripping misery, watched him swing
away through the rain without energy
enough to call out a parting word.
Beneath the cliff the sand beach
was succeeded by a talus of rocky
debris which in places sloped up from
the water 10 or 15 feet. The lower
part of the slope consisted of bowlders
and water-wor- stones, over which the
surf, reinforced by the rising tide,
was beginning to break with an angry
roar.
Blake picked his way quickly over
the smaller stones near the top of the
slope, now and then bending to snatch
up a fragment that seemed to differ
from the others. Finding nothing but
limestone he soon turned bis atten
tion solely to the passage around the
headland. Here he had expected to
find the surf much heavier. But the
shore was protected by a double line
of reefs, so close in that channel be
tween did not show a whitecap. This
was fortunate, since In places the talus
here sank down almost to the level of
low tide. Even a moderate surf would
have rendered farther progress Im-
practicable.
Another 100 paces brought Blake to
the second corner of the cliff, whichjutted out In a little point. He clam-
bered around it and stopped to sur-
vey the coast beyond. Within the last
few minutes the squall had blown
over and the rain began to moderate
its downpour. The sun, bursting
through the clouds, told that the
storm was almost past, and its flood
oí direct light cleared the view.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
Canal That Russia Need.
Russia's ministry of ways and com-
munications has appointed a board of
engineers to make preliminary sur-
veys for the canal to
connect the Baltic with the Black sea.
The canal, in the making of which sev-
eral rivers will be turned to account,
will have its northern end at Riga on
the Gulf of Riga, 309 miles southwest
of St. Petersburg, while the southern
end will be Kherson, on the right
bank of the Dnieper, and 92 miles
of Odessa. When this
project is completed Russia may move
her own ships to and from the Black
sea without asking permission.
A Little Learning.
Earnest Female Professor, I hear
you are a great ornithologist.
Professor I am an ornithologist,
madam.
Karnest Females Then could you
kindly tell me the botanical nam for
a whale?
Stopped to Survey
pect along the river, and while I'm
gone, you can make a try at stringing
nuts on some of this leaf fiber."
"But, Mr. Blake, do ypu think it's
quite safe?" asked Miss Leslie, and
she glanced from him to the jungle.
"Safe?" he repeated. "Well, noth
ing ate you yesterday, if that's any-
thing to go by. It's all I know
about it."
He did not wait for further protests.
Swinging his club on his shoulder he
started for the break in the jungle
which marked the hippopotamus path.
The others looked at each other, and
Miss Leslie sighed. "If only he were
a gentleman!" she complained.
Winthrope turned abruptly to the
cocoanuts.
CHAPTER VII.
Around the Headland.
T was mid morning before
Blake reappeared. He came
from the mangrove swamp
where it ran down into the sea. His
trousers were smeared to the thigh
with slimy mnd ; but as he approached
the drooping brim of his palm-lea- f hat
failed to hide his excitant expression.
"Come on!" he called. "I've struck
it. We'll be over in half an hour."
"How's that?" asked Winthrope.
"Bar," answered Blake, hurrying
forward. "Sling on your hats and get
into my coat again, Miss Jenny. The
sun's hot as yesterday. How about
the nuts?"
"Here they are. Three strings; all
that I fancied we could carry," ex-
plained Winthrope.
"All right. The big one is mine, I
suppose. Til take two. We'U leave
the other. Lean on me if your ankle
is still weak."
"Thanks; I can make it alone. But
must we go through mud like that?"
"Not on this side, at least., Come
on! We don't want to miss the ebb."
Blake's impatience discouraged
further inquiries. He had turned as
he spoke, and the others followed him,
walking close together. The pace was
sharp for Winthrope, and his ankle
soon began to twinge. He was com-
pelled to accept Miss Leslie's invita-
tion to take her arm. With her help
he managed to keep within a few
yards of Blake.
Instead of plunging into the man-
grove wood, which here was under-grow- n
with a thicket of giant ferns,
Blake skirted around in the open un-
til they came to the seashore. The
tide was at its lowest, and he waved
his club towards a long sand pit which
curved out around the seaward edge
of the mangroves. Whether this was
part of the river's bar or had been
heaped up by the cyclone would have
been beyond Winthrope's knowledge
had the question occurred to him. It
was enough for him that the Band wai
smooth and hard as a race track.
Presently the party came to the end
of the spit, where the river water rip-
pled over the sand with the last
feeble of the ebb. On their
right they had a sweeping view of the
river, around the flank of the man-
grove screen. Blake halted at the
edge of the water and half turned.
"Close up," he said. "It's shallow
enough; but do you see those logs
over on the mud-bank- ? Those are al-
ligators."
"Mercy and you expect me to wade
among such creatures?" cried Miss
Leslie.
"I went almost across an hour ago
and they didn't bother me any. Come
on! There's a wind in that cloud out
seaward. Inside half an hour the
surf'll be rolling up on this bar like
all Niagara."
"If we must, we must, Miss Gene-
vieve," urged Winthrope. "Step behind
me and gather up your skirts. It's
best to keep one's clothes dry in the
tropics."
The girl blushed, and retained his
arm.
"I prefer to help you," she replied.
"Come on!" called Blake, and he
splashed out into the water.
The others followed within arm's-lengt-
nervously conscious of the
rows of motionless reptiles on the
mud-fla- not 100 yards distant.
In the center of the bar, where the
water was a trifle over knee-dee-
some large creature came darting
downstream beneath the surface and
passed with a violent swirl between
Blake and his companions. At Miss
Leslie's scream, Blake whirled about
and jabbed with his club at the sup-
posed alligator.
"Where's the brute? Has he got
you?" he shouted.
"No, no; he went by!" gasped Win-
thrope. "There he is!"
A long bony snout, fringed on either
side by a row of lateral teeth, was
flung up into view.
"Sawfish!" said Blake, and he waded
on across the bar without further com-
ment.
Miss Leslie had been on the point
of tainting. The tone of Blake's voice
revived her instantly.
There were no more scares. A few
minutes later they waded out upon a
stretch of clean sand on the south
of the river. Before them the beach
lay in a flattened curve, which at the
far end hooked sharply to the left and
appeared to terminate at the foot of
the towering limestone cliffs of the
headland. A mile or more inland the
river jungle edged In close to the
cliffs; but from there to the beach the
forest was separated from the wall of
rock by a little sandy plain, covered
with creeping plants and small palms.
The greatest width of the open space
was hardly more than a quarter of a
mile.
Blake paused for a moment at high-tid- e
mark, and Winthrope instant!)'
squatted down to nurse his ankle.
"I say, Blake," he said, "can't you
find me some kind of a crutch? It is
only a few yards around to those
trees."
"Good Lord! you haven't been foo! j
enough to overstrain that ankle Yes, :
you are wrong," I answered.
She nodded. "I knew It. I told my-
self the minute I heard It that there
could be but one meaning to It! I
don't ask you what he did. I don't
want to know. All I'm concerned in
is how to get them both out of their
difficulties. Dan is a gcod boy. If be
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Mr. m Pi.;?;..,
has beak weak. I'm not excusing, hlru.
mind you. but my heart Is with him.
We are all assailable at times. Now
I may be adamant y and as sort
as a marshmallow Do you
see what I mean? Our moral nature
is just like our physical one: it has
Its good and Its bad days, and soor
Dan was tempted on a bad one. That's
ill. Hut what I can't understand Is
that he was willing to accept his good
name at such a cost."
I told her what I knew then. at;d her
?yes brightened and her bead nodded
ill throt:g!i the recital like that of a.
60 Ann Street, New Yrok City, N. Y.
1 went in.
SYNOPSIS. "You were right." I said dully; "she
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mead Entry no. 067U, for w 4 and w
loves him."
He looked at me pityingly and sa!u
nothing.
After a hile he came over and
stood by the mantel, staring down al
the hearth.
"I suppose I might as well get back
to Jack Ankony," he eald; "he need?
me. If I'm gol-.- ? to stay with them-
i
t
CHAI'TEIi I, The ory opena wlt a
cene at a box party. Mis Henrietta
WinaianWy. slater oí Blahop WínsUnley
overheard Bunker Ankony propose to
Bárbara Hemingray, whose brother Dan
v.aa in hla employ. Dan was one of tha
town's popular younff men. Dan showed
some nervousness when Attorney Tom
Twining told him Barbara refused
CHAPTER ony te following
ia. Section 23. 4 n. Kancre 2d e. n mlittle marionette.
"Ah, that's what I like to V p Mertdion, has filed notice of intention to makeKinai Commutation I'rool, to eaiabuan claim hi
the tend above described, before D. J. Town fey.hope for lite boy Is restored. WT U. S. Comr.. at hi office in La Lande, N. u., on the
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Claimant numea &b wittictiaPB: T. J. Baker. Jand there was a clouding of the fi J. L. Loní, Jra C. Smith, William Leonanl; Allves "but the engagement isn't of Banks, n. M. T. C. Tillotaon, Register,first UBr28-la- Bt Octbroken? What do?s that mean?"
"That she loves Ankony," said I.
and there doesn't seem to be anything
else for it just now."
I nodded absently.
"There's nothing I can do, I guess."
he muttered hopelessly.
"Xo, there's nothing."
"If's a confounded shame, Tom," a
declared, and I read the sympathy ft.
ror an instant she stared at me,
ipeecn ess in tne force or Iter amaze NCTÍCE FOR PUBLICATION.ment, then she actually smiled in u
scorn. Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Officeat Roswell, N. M., July. 17, 19.
Notice is hereby given that Philip F. Kinnie. of 5th. STREET MEAT MARKET.ua. vou men: you let a woman
day, in the presence of Twining, ac-
cused Dan of looting the bank. Twin-ing refu d to prosecute. Barbara per-
suaded Ankonyt to postpone starting pros-
ecution.
CHAPTER HI. Twining of the
engagi-mea-t of Ankony and liurbara. H
congratulated both.
CHAPTER IV. He visited Miss
and found her almost in tears. He
told her he had loved Her. but feared
prematurelv announcing affection. By
actions alone she told him sue recipro-
cated.
CHAPTER V. Mrs. Anson Pines,
wealthy widow, proposed a niarrlagu by
proxy with Bishop instnntley. Tlitr lat-
ter consulted with Twining. The b shop
had been paying attentions to M
Streeter.
CHAPTER Vf. Dan consulted the at-
torney, saying his sister was determined
to marry Ankony. declaring she actu-
ally loved the banker, thoush he could
Ru?hanen. N. H., who. on April 6, 1908. made
HomtHtcad fcntrv no. 147 39 Seria no. 0145&1 for CURTIS & WOLFLEY, Prop's.4 Sec. 2 See. Hand
n e Sec, 10, Tow nship 1 n. Range 20 K,
nmp Meridian, haa filed notice of intention to
make final Commutation Proof, to the land above
make you believe whatever she 'anf
vou to bellpve! I am provoked witl
vou. Mr. Twining. You aie "lever
enough about most thlngi. How caa
you be so easily put upor !n !h?"
"Yon have only to see tho;n tngetl--
described, before W. H. Parker, U. S. Comr., at
his eves.
"We won't talk about. It." said I.
"1 know . . . TaikfnR'n no good ''
I lit a cigar, and he found one to
suit him in the box on the table.
"Sit down." I said.
Ho threw hltrse'f down opposite mc.
and we finished two cigars in silence
he on his side of the hearth, I on mine
"I"! be off !n the morning," he said
at the end of his second.
li:a cilice tn bunnyside, N. M. on the 7th day of
October, 1909.
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"Out Of Town Orders Solicited."
Murchinaon; All of Buchanan, n. m.
i . Lr. i uiouon, Kefirister.
first auff 28 last oct 2not help believing she was making a si
rifle to save htm from jail. Serial (WI94
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
at Kcawell, N. M., Aug. 3. 19( 9.
Notice ia hereby wiven that Lavid H. WCHama.
fo believe otherwise."
"It were a preposterous ImpanWI-ty-
She, a Hemingray. to love him.
in Ankor.y! r.ali: it'u loo absurd
think of!"
"I.ove is un ac:'our.V I reminder'
her. trying ?o speak with some dtgree
if He' nt bs: "ho bnds where you
east expect him to."
"Oh, don't malo your fiurts fo:
ot iticamo, n, M., wno, on Oct. 24. 19ti7. nu
Homestead Untry No. Mía. Serial 08294. for n- -
,iu, iownanip n n, Kantre 25 e, n M p
Meridian. hbB hied notice of intention to make
Final Commutation proof, to establish claim to the
CHAPTER VII.
It was a wretched night two week"
later, gloom;.' and winteriph. althoug'
spring was old enough to have don
much better. I was dining alone ant
rather forlornly when I heard Kim-men-
open the outer door of my apart
ment and admit some one. There was
the c'ick pi brisk heels along the hall
lana atuve described, hoi ore W. M. Weddinjiton,
U. S. Comr.. at Ricardo, n. m.. on the mh dnv nf
"Tt Isn't all I was., i am not so
modest My wants are large
"Were they ever otherwise?" she
smilingly Inquired.
"Yon eight to know. My prayers
Itave all been made to you."
"Oh, absurd! vou don't expect me
to believe that, Mr. Twining."
"Those of them that have amounted
to anything," I mortified.
"That is better. But what Is It you
want You make me curious."
Unable to keep up the bantering
tone longer and tearing a sudden In-
October, 1&9.
Claimant names as witnesses: W. C. Williams.
L. Maxwell, J. N. Line. W. E. Anderson: All
livery Stable and Feed Yard.
HORSES BOARDED BY THE MONTH.
ADOBE CORRAL CAMP WITH CEMENT FLOOR,'
BACK MEETS ALL TRAINS.
W. M. HUNTER, Prop. SUNNYSIDE, N. M.
of Ricardo. N. m.
me! And don't t"" o hide from mi-
sil thg ynu feel. Como, let us cease
to be at
"Most wiliingiy; but, granted the'
you are right, what is to be doue?
You can't force her !r. admit to yo.
that she doesn't leve birr.."
"I've no mind to try to reaiL. the
T. C. Tillotrkin.
first augr 28 Inst oct 2
Serial 077(13
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
and MIsb Wlnstunley beckoning rot
through the glass doors of the dining
room to go on with my dinner.
"Dra'i get up," she cried, as Klm-men- s
threw open the doors and 1 hur-;--
tt mpot her; "do let "( be
ceremonious, won't you? Go on with
your dinner; I'll sit by you till you've
finished I've dined."
"I have Just finished," I Insists.
"Then come Into jour sitting room.
BLACKSMITHING and WAGONWORK
solution thrciigh her."
"Dau can 'tt
i .tiite understand that, on'
"Then where do you expect to g.
r.'.'.h your prayer?" I ask.d.
She hesitated en instant.
"1 think it isn't gaiug to be a rrr
er," she eaid.
Department f the Interior, U. S. Land Office
at Koewell, S. M., July HO. 119
Notice is heteby Riven that Ira C. Smith, of
Banks. N. M.. who, on Aur. 1. liK)6, made Home-atea-dEntry 9772. Serial no. U77ü3, for e
e and e
tiec. 23, Township 4 n Ranee 26 B, N H P Me-
ridian, hks filed notice of intention to make Final
Commutation Proof, to establish claim to the land
ibove dmciittd, becru D. J. Townley, 11. 3.
Comr. at his office in La Lande, N. M., on tho 7th
HORSE SHOEING A SPECIALTY.
KUYKENLiALL. Sunnyside. New Mexico.J. M.
I leaned to her quickly:
"I want yon tell me the truth about
something, Barbara; will you?"
She moved a little so that her eyes
were in the shadow.
"I don't quite like the sound of your
oice," she confessed; still lightly, "it
makes me a little apprehensive."
"Won't you and honest?"
I begged.
"Dear me, am I ever anything else
than honest?"
"Often, but come "
"Why, what can you be about to
ask me?"
"Only if you are harpy. Don't Btart
nayol uctofcer. t'JW.
Claimant names as witnesses: F. P. Hav kina
J. L. Long-- T. J. Buaer, W. K. Leonard, All oí
üanka, N. M.
T.C. Tillotaon, Register,
first pub Arnr 38 sst oct 2
i ve a great deal to say.
"Welcome home," said I, warmly, as
I closed the sitting room uoor be-
hind us.
"It's quite time I got here, I'm Biire.
Such things as have been doing while
I was away! What do you suppose
I found in a memoranda book on my
dressing table? my bi other had been
CONTEST KGTICE.
"What can you threaten? Antony
won't Bivo her up. Besides, as 1 tow,
you, if she isn't hapry she is the most
consummate actress I have ever rteeu.''
"Of co. rse she is. Now you pr
sensible in your deductions. Sortie
body says that Poverty is the mothei
of all the arts, you know, but it isn':
so: it's Love who is their mother, and
Barbara's skill at acting is Uoin ol be:
love fry Pvti."
She leaned on her elbow and wat;
silent for a i'.ttle, her eyes vague and
troub'fd.
"Yon ave nothing to o3er nothing
at all?'' she aprealed.
Feruirtrrert of the Interior. IT. H. Land Office.
K N. M.. Autf. m. liXtt.
A sufre er c. nttst affidavit hnvirii bern fikn in
Ibis OÍÜlO i,i fiavi K lnal,:v.. d.nlettt.nl nirt nf.1
LácontL' W íüker, H. F. no. . mr de Sent.
C. W. FOOR& Co.
REAL ESTATE AGENTS, LAND LOCATORS,
' and SURVEYORS.
Call On Or Write To Us.
We have the field notes of Township 1, S. 25 East. Alsa
Township 2 North, 26 East.
SUNNYSIDE, NEW MEXICO.
.
.vic ir u o hcrciil ttl
using my rooms, you know. A pressed
rose!"
The scorn in her voice made me
laugh heartily. j
"I'm g'.ad you find It amusing. I
didn't," she declared.
"But the right sort of a memoranda
uuuk. always nas a rose in it, 1 con
Tnwnahij 2 N. UíJrírft 5. by (cen.e Walher,
,n Which it s ailesred th it Leu- me r,has taikd to establish his rebtfr.-nc- upon Faiu
iand. and thai said traet if not srsttied upnn, culti- -
sti and approved by siiid party ss required by
a v, said parties are. hereby notified to appear,
cspood, and offer evidence t4uehinff said allow-tio-
at HI o clock a. m. on October 27, 1909, before
W. M. Weddmirton. U. 8. Comr. at Ricsrdo. N. M.(and that final bearing- will be hi Id at 9 o clock a.
m. on Nevember 6, W9. before) the and
Receiver at the U. S. Land Cflice in R. swell. N. M.
The said contestant having, in aproper affidavit,
filed Ausr TO. 1909 set forth iacls which show that
after due diligence ptracna service of this notice
cannot made, it is hereby i rdered und directed
tended. ,
"Nonsense! Has yours?"
and don t be angry with me. And
don't answer hastily nor tv 1th evasion.
I am not to be evaded. You must un-
derstand how serious I am to have put
such a question to you."
"It is certainly the most extraordin-
ary behavior," she remarked coldly.
She was looking at me with widely
questioning eyes, and she bad grown
suddenly white. Did I know what
Dan had done? That was what she
was asking herself, I am sure. "I am
entirely at a loss to explain why you
should hare dared to ask me this."
"I owe It to myself to make sure,
líarbara," I told her. "Will you an-
swer me?"
"This Is not the real reason for your
most unheard-o- f bfhavlor,'" Bhe said in
a tense voice. "There must be some
I think it probable," admitted.
"Nothing," I admitted Ijtnomini-ously- .
,
"I'm go'r.g to see her," she Bald.
She patted my arm as she pasaeti
me.
"I she murmured; "I know.
without humility.
What foolishness! I can tell you
that mine has not.
that such notice be given by due and proper pub--"Your heart holds your roses, dear
lady." i icai.on. T. C. Tillots-n- , Register.
Sep 18
But Ken t give up. Well find a way
yet. Mark me, we w'U." She smiled
a queer little smile In
which there was a s"ark of the old
humor. "Tto good always triumph,
you know."
And sho was goiii.
She unfastened her fluffy black boa
and smiled at me with a twin'.le in
her eyes the twinkie that I like so Serial 08224
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.much.
i our pretty speeches won't throw
me off the scent. Mr. Twining. 1 am
Department of the Interior. U. S. Lend Office
at Koswell, N. M., Auff 9, 1MNotice 6 hereby given that Cecil G. Smith, of
Banka. N. M.. who. on Sent. 20. 1907. mnri HnmA.CHAPTER VIM.
stead Entry 2005. Serial no. 08224, for e
MOISE BROS. CO.
SANTA ROSA and BUCHANAN.
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
The Best Of Everything In Our Line.
Groceries, Provisions, Notions,
GENTS FURNISHING GOODS,
Boots and Shoes.
MOISE BROS. CO.
4 14 Sec. 14. e 4 and
4 n e Selc, 23, Township 4 north, Range 2tJ b,
n u P Meridian, has filed notice of intention to
mane r.nai cornmuution roof, to establmh claim
ra tne vina arove aescriDed. bet jre Li. J. Town ley,
u. o. uimr., bi n'i omce in u Lanae, W, M.,the 12th day of October, 199.
Oís pflrly morninc some dsri later,
Wshop Winstanley was s'. own 1no my
office. A K'aiice sufficed to tell me
that ho was laboring under unusual
excitement. He waited tor my clerk
to leave tbe room, when he announced,
without prelude:
"A moot astonishing thing has hno--
Claimant nimes as witnífwn T-- W Nformon
of LaLaniie, n. m., F. P. Hawkins, J. C. Smith
Huu i. i. muer, oi uanKs, n. m.
T. U. XiUotBon, Register.
1st auff oct 2
thing else. What Is it?"
"Shall I tell yotf?"
"You must."
"Ankony is not the man you could
have been expected to love," I blun-
dered, not knowing how to find my
way beneath her eyes. "Do you love
him? If you tell me that you do, I
will not distress you further."
''Are you intimatrng, with other
kind friends, that I am marrying him
for. reasons other than those of af
fectlon, that oh, It is unthinkable!
And from you!"
"Barbara, listen to me," I cried.
"No, not a word. You have said too
much now. Can't you see that It
makes me rise In a kind of viciousprotest to have my happiness in
spected on every side as if it were
some wretched vagrant seeking Bhel
ter where nobody had any faith in it?"
"Have you faith in it yourself?" I
asked.
She lifted ber head and faced me.
"All the faith in the world," she de
rened; Mrs. Anson Dines has sailed
for America."
"Is it possible!" I exclaimed. "I CONTEST NOTICE.thought she meant to remain abond."
m xm
TÁ InW
'So she did. So she did inder.nite- - Department of the Interior! tf; 6. Lani Office.KoHweil, New Mexico, Aut? U, 19if9.
A sufficient content affidnvlr lmv.no- hMin filar! tnly."
this effice by Ivy Walker, oenteatent, against
'And are you to rear"' I her notneswaa Entry no. tttílH, marte April 1, Jtkffi
change of plans as s'güiüoai.t?" 1 iw -', Fecuon zu. lownsnipa K, Kange ze K,nmp Meridian, by Henrv G. ColiinH. (xntii Campbell's Scientific FarmerHe looked nt mo odd'y."The question shows how littlo you in which it is alleged that Henry ti. Collins has notcomplied with the law in holding said land andhan chantred his therefrom for morethan six months last past and next r r or to iilinir
said ;trfidavit said parties are hereby notified toknow the lady," he remarked.
I smiled. The situation seemed appear, reapona, ann oner evidence touching saiuallegation at 10 o'clock a. m. on Oct, 9, 19,9, be-
fore W. H. Parker. U. S. Comr. at office in
An Illustrated Monthly Magazine. $1,00 per year.
Devoted to Scientific Soil Tillage-t- he only exponent of,
successful soil culture-regard- less of rainfall or irrigation.
Sunnyside, N. M. (and that final hearing: wiil be
amazingly fnnny to me. But the bhh-o- p
was not Inclined to regard it as be-
ing at all so. neiti
ac iu o ciock a. m. on uct. lautf, belorei theñffitfir and Receiver at the United States Land
"Then you await her coining with Campbell's 1905 Soil Culture Manualome anxiety," I observed.
umce in ncsweii. n. a.
The said contestant havfnir, in a proper affidavit
filed August 11, 1909, set forth facta which show
that afterdue diligence personal service of vhis
notice can not be made, it is hereby ordered and'As a matter of fact, with the greatest anxiety." directed that such notice be given by due and A Hand Book and Treatise on the Campbell System of
Soil Culture. Tells how. Illustated SO centsI muttered my polite regret at this T. C. Tillotson. Register.nne;::ected and startling crook in the
straightness of his affairs. The Fort Sumner Review
"We'll Find a Way Yet. Mark Me, We
Will."
going to find out whose rose that Is In
Charles' book. Think of It! At his
age." - -
"At any age a man Is sure to have
something wrong with him if he never
Ho made no reply, but leaned back Contest S3 Serial 02208
CONTEST NOTICE.
Debarment of the Interior. U. S. Tjnd ftffi
Weekly, one year . SinnIn his chair, with perturbation writ-ten large on his handsome and ordin Santa Fe, N. M. Sep. feu, 19u0. A combination of all three publications as above for only & 1 f6Qarily composed features.
"Mrs. Dines evidently believes In
A sufficient conteBt affidavit having: been filed in
thifl office by Daniel J. Jones, contestant, aprainst
Daniel A. Hall, entry Serial No. 0228, made Oct.
19. ItWt. for 2(1. Tmxnahin 9 ugoing after what she wants to usé a
common expression," I remarked. Range 22 E, by Daniel A. Hall, contestes, in whichit is alleged that Daniel A. Hall has failed to es-
tablish his residence-o- said land; that said tract
is not settled UDOn. cultivated and imnmvíxl na rt
He nodded, dismally.
"She is famous for It" he said.
clared.
And then she saw Ankony, who had
come at the moment searching for
her, and held out ! hand to him. As
he approached and took it, she leanefl
for an Instant against his arm with an
Indescrlbab'e movement that had noth
Ing of defiance in it. It seemed to me,
but only affection.
"I have been telling Mr. Twining
how happy I am." she said to him, in
a soft voice that must have moved
a wooden man to adoration. "I hopr
you don't mind my being so foolish,
do you?"
Still holding her hand. Ankony beni
and touched her hair with his Hps.
"I should mind if you were unhap
py and told him that," he said with a
laugh. "They want you In there. Will
you come? I tromlsed to bring you.'
She stood up and laid her fingers on
bis arm,
"Will you come along, Mr. Twin
Ing?" she asked.
"Thank you, not now," I replied.
I watched them as they moved
away. At the window he stood aaidfc
for her to enter, and I saw her smilr
Into his face In the way women have
with the men they love.
As soon as I could find Mrs. Ankony
I said good-nigh- '
Din was waiting for me.
' Wfill?" he ijnpRtioped eagerly, n
"What she determine ' Hpon neither
heaven nor earth can dissuade her
from. And she Is evidently determined
this this marriage shall be carried
THIS OFFER GOOD UNTIL SEPTEMBER 3p, 1909.
By special arrangements with the Campbell Soil Co. of
Lincoln, Nebr., we are enabled to make the above liberal
offer, . which holds good only until Septemder 1, 1909.
Every farmer in this section ought to be interested in this
proposition. The Campbell System is an insurance of good
crops year after year; the result of 25 years of careful, pains-
taking observation and experiment by Prof. Campbell Not
a theory; but a proven fact You ought at least to investigate
it fr your self .
quired by law, said parties are hereby notified to
appear, respond, and offer evidence touching: said
allegation at 10 o'clock a. m. on Mov. 20, 1W9, be-
fore Frank N. Page. U. S. Court Comr. at Buch-
anan, N. M., (and that final hearing- will be held at
10 o cli ck a. m. on Nov. 3, 1999 before) the Regis-ter and Receiver at the U. S. Land Office in SantaFe. N. M.
The said canistant having, in a proper affidavit.
filed Ssd. 20. 19119. set forth fuels which nh.Mi. that
through."
B'ess me!" i murmured.
purloins a rose," I Insisted. "Ho islacking In something as certainly as
the rellow who never sees a rose on a
bush."
"There are plenty of them who don't
know they grow on bushes," sbe said
quickly. "They think they grow ouly
on pretty girls' corsages."
I placed her a chair and she sankInto it, but slipped qtflckly out to Its
edge pnd sat perched there, looking at
me with her keen, eager old eyes.
"I came to talk to you about Bar-
bara Hemingray." she said at once.
"Thi3 engagement of her to Ankony is
monstrous. There can be but one
reason tor It, and that is that Dan
has been gstting himself into some sort
of trouble that (he has to get him out
if, and could !lnd no other way. Isn't
that It? You know, of course." ,
"I wish that I could tell ,vou that
My own Inclinations In the matter
seem not to enter In," he said grimly.
"Then you have sent her an answer
after due cM'gance personal service of this notice
cennot be made, it is hereby ordered and directed
that such notice be given by due and properpublication.
Manuel R. Otero, Register,first sep 25 -l- ast oct 30
to her remarkable document?"
"Oh. at once."
"May I Inquire If it had the rine of
finality to it?" I asked.
Tbe finality of an ultimatum." he
assured me. ,
Only Case on Record.
Georg "Do you believe the wom-ii- n
ever ttvei yfao could truly siy to
I)r lor. tUt he vfm the firs mini"Dear me, and still Bhe comes!" Ireclaimed.
To ric Continue-d.-
da.aMEB.
. f
PAINT FAULTS.Good machinery is weli worth tak DOCTORing care of.
Á wrong date on an egg .does not
change' its contents.
NEWS TO DATE
IN PARAGRAPHS
King Leopold's latest whim, ?rao-ticall-y
completed, is a private railway
leading from the Brussels surburban
station at Laeken to the palace, about
a mile away. This railway, altogether
hidden from-- ' sight, is luxuriously ap-
pointed; from it his majesty steps In-
to an elevator which conveys him di-
rect to his apartments. The railway,
tunnel and fittings cost $1,200,000.
James Keir Hardle, member of Par-
liament for Merthyr-Tydvi- outlining
the policy of the Labor party in the
general election, says that he believes
Dry shelters and beds for the hogs
are essential to best results.
During the molting season take the
It is a common occurrence nowa-
days to bear a man remark with dis-
gust: "It is Impossible to have good
painting done these days; either the
paint is not good or there are no good
painters." This, however, is not true.
There is good paint, and there are
good painters. But the question is,
bringing them together.
.One cannot expect a satisfactory
painting Job without pure white lead.
There Is a way to make sure you are
getting pure white lead without test-
ing it. See that the keg bears Na
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
' WIRES ROUND ABOUT
THE WORLD.
ADVISED
OPERATION
Cured by LydiaE.Pmkham's
Vegetable Compound
Paw Paw, Mich. "I suffered terri- -
male birds from the flock. ,
Don'ts as well as dos are a conven-
ient and proper thing to have around
the farm.
Never be so busy that you cannot
be friendly and lend a helping hand
to a neighbor in trouble.
the Liberals Will emerge from the con
DURING THE PAST WEEK flict with a working majority. The
Labor leaders, he says, are confidentVaf
of increased strength in the House of
tional Lead Company's famous Dutch
Boy Painter trademark, which is a
positive guarantee of purity. However,
anyone can test white lead. National
Lead Company, 1902 Trinity Bldg.,
New York City, will send you a lead
A RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
CONDENSED FOR BUSY
'PEOPLE.
Diy iroin leiuaie me,including inflam-
mation and conges-
tion, (or several
years. My doctor
said there was no
Commons from 64 members to be-
tween 65 and 70, although supporting
the budget. '
Eskimos are all children, contented,
peaceable, honest and hospitable, with-
out rulers, and without ambition for
fame or power. They live almost entire
Rotation of crops gets the fields out
of the rut of deterioration and makes
for enriched soil and greater crops.
Yes, it is too late to build and All a
tester and painter's outfit, consisting
of book of color schemes, specifica
tions, etc., upon request. hope for me but anfi operation. I begantakincr Lvdia VKeep the feed yards cleanWESTERN NEWS. silo. Let your disappointment at your .Charmed Farm Life.ly on raw animal food, and this explains animals must lack spur you on to better deeds next
season.
Pinkham's VegetaPure water forThe $400,000 worth of bonds voted The dull silence that hung over that i íS i ble Compound, anabe the rule.
a well woman.'If the colt lets Its tongue hang out
the absence of a number of diseases
which are common to civilization. Salt
water contains iodin, and all sea an-
imals, as well as all who eat them un-
cooked, absorb more or less of this
fickle chemical substance.
A dull sythe is poor encouragement 1 - fof its mouth, you may be sure thereto rapid work. . ,
New England dinner table has been
lifted of late. It is gone like the
dew in the sunlight of the new social
influences. The isolation of the farm
was the chilling cause that drove men
into the cities. Now, by telephone and
free mail delivery, all the warm
world currents are being carried to
is some reason for it. Find the cause
and remove it.Breeding from the best is the surest
way of having the best.The
Spanish bark, San Antonio,
with 15,000 bags of salt aboard, has
sunk in Havana harbor. No one t an
A little spray on the cows the past
summer would have given you many a
by Kansas City, Kans., to improve the
water plant in that city, were sold to
Trowbridge & Niver, a Chicago bond
firm,' at a premium of $16,500. The
bonds will run ,thirty years and carry
a, premium of four and one-hal- f per
cent. ,
The T. H. Bunch company, a large
grain concern, at Little Rock, Ark.,
has filed a petition in bankruptcy. It
is reported that local banking institu-
tions are involved to the extent of
$300,000. The annual business of the
concern, it is said, has ranged between
$4,000,000 and $7,000,000.
Kenton, 'way out in Cimarron coun-t-v
. Okla.. Is so remote that a bald
Clean up the hen houBe and thentruthfully say that this salt is lost;
it has emerged its individuality with keep it clean by regular attention,
Another Operation Avoided.
Chicago, 111. "I want, women to
know what that wonderful medicine,
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-
pound, has done for me. Two of the
best doctors in Chicago said I would
die if I did not have an operation, and
I never thought of seeing a well day
again. I hada small tumor and female
troubles so that I suffered day and
night. A friend recommended Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound,
and it made me a well woman." Mrs.
Alvena Bpebllno, U Langdon St,
Chicago, 111.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-ma-de
from roots and herbs.
that of the capacious deep. All the
the country and are vitalizing the ru-
ral community into a life that is rich
and abundant in the variety of its in-
terests. A real heart hunger has
been answered. Over hill and down
dale flashes the impulse that electri-
fies existence with the thrill of human
When pastures are Bhort give theowners of this salt need do to re-
cover their property Is to await the sheen a small grain ration. It win
slow but sure evaporation which sci pay you
pound more of milk in the pail. Spray
i.j cheaper than milk.
After a day's work or a long drive
over the roads sponge out the horses'
mouths and noses with cold water.
Also rub down the legs and body well.
Boil the small potatoes and feed oc-
casionally to the chickens. That they
enjoy them is only too evident from
the manner in which they go after
them.
life touching other human life.The time to harvest the onion crop
entists tell us is drying up and disin-
tegrating the earth quite after the
tnunnpr of the shredded codfish of is when the tops wither and turn yel
low and fall over.commerce. Bun of Ohio Ott or Toltoo. ILucas Countt. f
Frank J. Cheney makes oath tha. he k) MOJof
Dartner of the firm of F. J. CHINBT & Co., doing
-
,, f TniMtn. ranntv and StatSDonge the back of the horse after
agle sometimes gets lost in trying to
find it. Yet Kenton has a newspaper,
the News, owned by L. A. Wlkoff.
Moreover, when WSoft was In Okla-
homa City, last week, he bought a bigjnotor car and rode home in it.
One of the reforms which have
been placed to the credit of the
Young Turkish party in the Ottoman
emnire is the abolition of the "red
rmnvinar the saddle and you will atoreaald. and that eald firm will pay the aum of
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every
eaae of catarrh that cannot be cured by Uie ust ofhave no swellings or sore
spots.
has proved to be the most successful
remedy for curing the worst forms of
female ills, including displacements.
Inflammation, fibroid tumors, irregu-
larities, periodic pains, backache, bearing--
down feeling, flatulency, indiges-
tion, and nervous prostration. It costs
but a trifle to try it, and the result
has been worth millions to many
suffering women. . .,
ticket regulation." Until tms too
nía ii rii card was issued to a .Tew One Dound of tobacco steeped in It will
not hurt the beets to be left
in the ground until freezing weather
comes. Then they should be pulled,on arrival in Palestine, the possession two gallons of vinegar is said to be
of which entitled the holder to a three a moBt excellent remedy lor nee on
ilAlX a UATARBH VUKB. FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and ubacribed In my preaenea.
this eth day of Deoember. A. D., 1886.
. A. W. OI.EASON.
J AL f NOTART PUBLIC.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally and acts
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY CO.. Toledo. O.
OilA hv all T)ntefflflte. 75c.
packed in moist sand and placed in a
cool cellar.month's residence. If the red ticket cattle.
man wished to remain longer the ere- -
dential had to, be renewed, and this Scatter the fertilizer well away Watch the hired man when he is
naturally led to abuses in the nature from tne trunk of the trees, for it is lato Hsu's Family PUIS for constipation.
Two California women, Misses A-
llen and Pearl Curzon, are among the
first to invest in an airship, having
paid $8,000 for a machine that Is said
.to be on its way over from France.
It is a Farnum, In which a record was
made at Pau, and the Misses Curzon
flew in it there and are anxious to re-
peat the experiment.
The richest woman in Nebraska,
possibly, is Mary Bronson, who owns
20,000 acres of land of an average
value of $50 an acre, more than 1,000
head of cattle and 260 head of fine
tending to the stock. If he is rough
and brutal you can well dispense withof eraft. The abolition of tms le-- tnere tnat the feea r0ots will be Like Their Famous Namesakes.
30 ft. Bowels
Biggest organ of the body the
bowels and the most important
It's got to be looked aftet neglect
means suffering and years of
misery. CASCARETS help
strictive measure was urged upon tne ounri his services, for the animals will not
thrive under his care. -authorities by Israel Zangwiu.
Scurvy, so common and deadly halkv horse may offer good op--.
amona early polar explorers, is roiai- - nortunity for the cultivation or pa
An upper Harlem man named his
twin sons Theodore Roosevelt and
William Taft, says the New York
Sun. A friend asked him the other
day how they were getting along.
"írnmnimlv." was the answer. "Wil- -
If you are going to get new breed
ly unknown among Eskimos wno eat tience, but that is about all. it won i ing stock for your flock secure It this
fall, as now you can get a better seraw meat. This iodized raw iouu pay t0 ieep him. nature keep every part ot your
bowels clean and strong thenion oxi.lains the absence of en- - lection at a better PcZce toTecom: Ham digs steadily into hU , breakfastlareed tonsils, glands and goiter, The early frosts are the foretaste of
horses. Mrs. Bronson is the mother
of four sons, who are almost her only
companions on the ranch on the
Black Hills line of the Northwestern
the birds i
acquaintedTheir perfect, splendid teeth and the weather which will soon be upon
they act right means neaitn to
your whole body. 1
CASCARETS toe a box for a week's treat
DOWl WllIlO 1UCTA1U1C JEUD " -
him over the head with a spoon."Take a look ahead and be sure,strong lower Jaws mark them v
carnivorous. The exclusion of The farm where the day's work ex- -that you are ready for winter. ment. All aruKKiu. --"'".:-the world Million noxeslaniii irnm three or four o'clock In
Sudden changes in diet are harmful' the morning until eight or nine
vegetable food has shortened their in-
testine and indigestion is unknown.
One would suppose their pure flesh
mat wmild cause biliousness, etc., but
to all farm animals, especially the
horse. With the lull in the hard work,
o'clock at night is the farm where it
is hard to keep hired help and where
This Trade-mar- k
Eliminates All
road.
Plans and specifications practically
have been finished and the contracts
will be let in a few days for a new
office building for the Atchison, a
& Santa Fe Railroad Company
at Topeka. The new building will be
erected immediately south of the pre-
sent office building. It will cost about
tha large nercentage of oil In tteii be careful how you turn the horses on the children are inspired with the am
Shake Into Your Shoes
Allen's ,' the antiseptic powder.
It makes tight or new shoes feel eaey. It
1b a certain cure for sweating, callous, ana
hot. tired, aching feet. Always use it to
Break in new shoe. Sold by all Druggiets.
Trial package mailed Free. AddreM
Allen S. Olmsted, LeRoy. New York.
I Good Roads Mean Money. , -
The people need to be etiusated to
the fact that money spent for good
roads is not money thrown - away,
food acts as a gentle laxative, and bition to leave it on the firstgrass.
protectB against all harms. The Es
kimo ats with relish old rotten blub- - guccess in dairying Is determined
Uncertainty
in the purchase of
paint materials.
It is an absoluta
guarantee of pur.
fry and quality.
For your own
nrotection. see
her' that would 'stagger a buzzara. b tne wigdom and care which is disr, National dairy show will be
held at Milwaukee October 14 to 24.New York Press, played In breeding better cattle, by1-
- n H. Hawl. chief of the national whereas money spent for makeshift.' Twenty-fiv- e "thousand Chinese vooi- - selecting the right leed, ana increas
$200,000. The structure W.1U; be wx
stories high and 76x152 feet fn dimen-
sions. It it to be fireproof, construct-
ed of steel and concrete. It will ac-
commodate 600 clerks. The Root &
Siemens firm or Raneas City designed
the building.
dairy division of the agricultural de-- improvements is worse than thrownes are wanted- - to finish the uanaaiau mg the fertility of tne sou
Grand Trunk railway at $3 a nay ana partment ol tne government, win t.u- - away. Louisville Courier-Journ- that it is on the side of
every keg of white leadDDerate with Manager van iNoruiauNext the fair, then the fall plowboard. Chinese cooks get $75 a month
in New York, as against $30 to $45 making
' The Aid of Fashion.of the Dairy association in you buy.
MTKMU. LEAD COWUT
INI TtlsHy SsMhu. Mee tult.i Jananese cooks. Chinese the show a success.
ing and sowing and finishing up upon
the harvesting and then the winter
.time of reading, Btudying and plan- -
GENERAL NEW8. Ella What would
you do if you ac-
tually found a man under your bed?
Stella I'd drop my hat on him.lanndrviaen
make $18 a week here.
Chinaman will do as much in one day nlcg for the next year's work.A shoal of herrings is sometimes
five or six miles long and two or three
miles broad.
in a house as me voib " Just Lather and Shave
NO STROPPING NO HONING
If Your Eyes Bother You
get a box of PETTITS EYE SALVE, old
reliable, most successful eye remedy made.
All druggists or Howard Bros., Buffalo, N. Y.
The bureau of animal industry,
which has been conducting experi-
ments for the past three years, has
concluded that better butter can be
made from cream pasteurized and not
ripened, that is, churned sweet, than
by the old processes, and better than
Over 3,000 pounds of rose petals are
does in '.six. ... The wages wnicu u Wnat y0u put into your farm rather
Chinamen's untiring industry, honesty, lhan wha(. yQu taJte QUt determines
intelligence and loyalty command, are Qod a armer you are EjGov.
the measure Of the yellow peril we ieel o wlsconBin put lt about right
used in the manufacture of one pound
of attar of roses perfume. ', '
when he Is here stealing out ju. . a recent speech when he said The devilish thing about worry Is
that it never counts on God's help. KNOWN THE WORLD OVERThe ratio
of pauperism in England
per 1,000 was 24.1 at the close of
January. At the close of . May it 'was
offering this work and big wages to The way we look-a- t farming is all
coolies the officials of the Canadian wrong 0ur pnuogophy iB false. We
Hamlins Wizard Oil is over fifty years''22.4.
A heavy wind and rainstorm visited
Grand Trunk are aiscourag. s flo nQt see that we must Dulld up
American labor which is inclined to ratner tnan destroy if we hope to add
turn over on the park bench for an- - ortune ,n the enQ , mugt Q0
other snooze until it is time for the tw() th)ngg my farm and do them
from the new process of pasteurizing
and ripening with a pure culture start-- 1
er. New butter made in this way,
without the addition of a Btarter and
nnsalted, has too mild a flavor to
please most dealers;: hut It undergoes
feweT changes In storage than when
made In the ordinary manner and
may be Sold, after being held in artifi-
cial cold storage, as high-grad- e butter.
The Ontario experiment station has
Townsite Opening
oTneTo-cM-
,"
determined by drawing. Town ae
t3,bU0 aeres ot Irrigated Carey Act and state
landa. besides vast area ot flnest erasing lana
in Colorado. Ground floor opportunity for
every kind retail m)rc,ntile
information on appl Ication. THE TWO BUT! U
IRRIGATION RESERVOIR CO., Unir, Colorado
bread line to form.
old and, like an old friend, it can oe de-
pended upon just as surely as the family
doctor who may be miles away.
The true Christian does a great
many things he does not have to do.
FROM A OI.I
,liena"ewdropof nails' Painkiller Um
roinnllylnsome hot water ornllk will prevent iti
n2oTsGÓ and 50c bottles. Atalldealera.
constantly: 1. Build up my soil; spend
money, time and labor on it. 2. Build
NEWS FROM WASHINGTON. up the efficiency and productiveness
of my herd by wise breeding, feedingif atlsfactorv arrangements In the
and care."
matter of salary can be made, Man
Palm tree prosperity does not de
Arkansas and greatly damaged cotton
and other crops. Some .damage was
done to buildings, windows being
blown in and street signs being blown
down. i
The Y. W. C. A. has built a hotel
in Tokio for girl students, which- - will
be managed by the organization. Miss
A. Carolin MacDonald, the national
""
secretary, makes the announcement of
the completion of the hotel. .
While St. Louis is so well supplied
with school buildings that they are not
as well filled as some desire,-Ne-
York has a building famine and 0
children have no place to go ex
ager McAleer of the St: UJUis Ameri-
can Leaeue team, will become man Average milk of good quality should
defiance starch-- :j:
--other starchea only 1 ounces same price sai
"DKFIANCC" I SUPERIOR QUALITY.
been treating winter, wheat in differ-
ent ways to kill the stinking smut,
and the results have been very satisager of the Washington club next sea-
- contain about 87 per cent, of water
and 18 per cent, solids. Milk con
tains bacteria of many kinds and in
pend upon weather or climate.
Mrs. Wlnslow's Soothing Syrup.
For cntldren teething, softens the Kuroa, reduces In.
flammaUon, allays pain, cures wind collu. aSoabotUs.
The people who don't want to stay
little must read big books.
PATENTS tnetoo.B.C Bookfifnm. Hlgh-- trataeooM. Bmt multa.
factory. , Untreated seed produced an
average of 3.6 per cent, of smut in the
crop of last year and 9.3 per cent, of
Almost side by side wtth the bodieB
of Generals Lawtoñ and Wirt, ' the varying numbers
They cause the
souring, of milk as well as the ripen-
ing of cream and cheese and produce W. N. DENVER, NO.body of the late Lieut, uen.
nenry t,.
rwhin was buried in Arlington Na-
smut in the crop of this season, aeea
wheat which was immersed for 20
minutes in a solution made by adding
many other changes in the appearini in the presence of the ance and flavor. The number pres
members of the distinguished officer's one pint of .formaldehyde (formalin)ent in freshly drawn milk varies enor-- - Fortune Tellingcept to attend half sessions. A halfdozen new buildings bavé been fin family and his close personal ineuuo, mously with the 4 conditions of milk
Where should the children of theished during the year, but with an en
to 42 gallons of water, proaucea an
average yield of grain per acre of 50.4
bushels, and that which was untreateding,
and, as they are greatly in
rollment of 675,000 childrefi there are creased with flirty and careless nana- -soldiers of the United States army be
aont in school?" is being discussed by Droduced ;Only 4 bushels per acre.not enough. ; ' ' ling, cleanliness In all matters per-
The treatment here mentioned wasPrince' Ching, head of .'the foreign Indiana public school authorities and ta)n'ing to tne mllklng and marketing
the scholars at Fort Benjamin Harrl- - Qf mJlk an)J keeping u ln the home easily performed, comparatively cheap,department of the Chinese;, govern-
ment, is pictured as an 'eminent effectual in killing me smui spuroa,
and instrumental in furnishing the
son near Indianapolis, .iuuui inout, cannot be too- - strongly insisted on
children of the officers and privates Dlgease germs,. notably those of
been sent to the town school, phoid, diphtheria, scarlet fever and
Does not take into consideration the one essential to wom-
an's happiness womanly health.
The woman who neglects her health is nejleotin the
very foundation of all good fortune. For without health
love loses its lustre and gold is but dross.
Womanly health when lost or impaired may generally be
regained by the use of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
Tula Prescription has. tor over to run,
Aeea curini delicate, weak, pan.arracareof
women, by the hundred ot thoaeaada
and this too In the privacy ot their hornea
without their harina to submit to Indeli-
cate questionings and offensively repui
nsnt examinations,
Siek women are invited to consult Dr. Pierce bv letter hit.
largest average yield of wheat per
Oriental grafter by the pekin corre-
spondent of the London Times, who
writes: "Since the downfall of Yuan tuberculosis, may also be carried in acre of all the treatments used.nr the army post. The school is
overcrowded, and the state superinShlh-ka- i the u (foreign of milk, so that the purity of the sup-
ply is of vital importance to every Look out for weevils In the grain.tendent of public instruction minas
Thresh as Boon as possible. Fresh
fice)- has relapsed into its former
state of incapacity, and for this
Prince'Ching is to blame. Amiable
family and community.the township taxes should not De ex-
tended to cover the expense of edu-
cating the children of the alien sol-out corrupt, he has stood for a gen Early and late blight on potatoes
grain should not be exposed to attacK
by being placed ln bins or granaries
with that already Infested. Before
storing; the old grain should be re-
moved and the floors, walls and ceil
eration for all that is worst in Chin rilp. The state aaornsj sciibi are common in most sections. üiieC'
ese officialdom. All stories tell, of his ti vé treatment is preventive ratherhowever,' has given an opinion that
the army ; post children próper-- than curative and must be begun
All correspondence held as sacredly confidential. Address World's Dispensary
Medical Association, R. V. Pierce, M. D., President, Buffalo, N. Y.
Dx. Pibrcb's Gbbat Family Doctos Book, The People's Common Sense
Medical Adviser, newly revised edition 1000 pages, answers lis
Plain English hosts of delicate questions which every woman, single or married,
ought to know about. Sent frtt, in plain wrapper to any address on receipt of
21 one-ce- a tamps to cover mailing only, or in oloth binding for 31 stamps.
rapacity, his greed, his unscrupulous
sale of office, his indifference to tha hnnld be sent to me huuuui early. ' If your fields have suffered
this year either from early or late
ings of the bins thoroughly cleaned.
If the granary has been badly Infest-
ed it should be fumigated. Cleanlih.
Inwnahin in which theaffairs of state. His wealth is enor
oost Is situated, it s posaiuie a bliht gtudr the conditions careiuuy
lüor nnRf in court will be instituted by H nIan another season to
mous, yet no generous or charitable
action has ever been recorded in his
favor. Evtiry new minister in every
office of emoluments has to pay him barring the
soldiers' children from the spray thoroughly. The vines should
A Certain Cure for Soreweak a Inflamed Eyes.school. be sprayed every two or three weeks,
or oftener if rains have come andtoll." nnfiral Weston, Department of CalTigers (American breed) are said ifornia, recommends in his annual re-
port that the Monterey school of mus
washed the coating of Bordeaux off,
Late potato blight is often respon-oihl-
for wet rot of tubers in the bin
to have eaten up two naturalist ex SALVEMITCHELLSketry be moved to a posi in mo i.u-plorers In Costa Rica. If the polar
bear were anthropophagous like the
Central American tiger, civilisation
die West. Its progress on stored potatoes is
checked by dusting them witb air-- MAKES THE USE OF DRUGS UNNECESSARY,! Price.25 Certe Dw- - Jiy Nearer to the earth by 15,000,000
uoo than it haB been- for fifteen
ness Is very important ln preventing
injury by these insecta. Dust, dirt,
rubbish, refuse grain, flour and meal
serve as breeding places. Frequent
agitation or handling of the grain
will destroy many of these moths, be-
cause they are unable to free them-
selves from a mass of lt and perish ln
the attempt. The simplest, most ef-
fective and inexpensive remedy for
all insects infesting the farmers' grain
stored In tight bins, Is careful fumiga-
tion with carbon bisulphide. Use
about one pound to 100 bushels of
grain. Pour the bisulphide into shal-
low receptacles and place them on
top of the grain; then close the bin
tightly for 36 hours. Do not breathe
the vapor nor allow lights or fire near.
slaked lime. The cost of sprayingbut why pursue the subject?.
vpars the planet Mars on September potatoes is about $1 per acre and theTil' n fn London a school for Vat Pink Eye. EpizootiaShipping Feveroind the obiect of immense inter DISTEMPERgain from nve to six sprayingsamount to an average of about $25mothere. One poor woman was dis Catarrhal fever
solved In tears when her baby was
iimiroaaml at the hospital and its cxpoard." Llviuld.R-lTe- on the tongue:
wasted limbs revealed. She ingenu
est to the astronomers throughout the
world, particularly at the United
States naval observatory at Washing
ton - Its average distance from the
earth is 60,000,000 miles. Its dis-
tance from the earth Wednesday was
only 25,000,800.
per acre. When potatoes are thor-
oughly sprayed they not only pro-
duce much more of superior tubers
but the tubers are less liable to' rot
and future infeotlon of the potato soil
ously explained her grief by saying
that "it was a beautiful child last SPOHK MEDICAL CO.. boI.?. GOSHEN, IND., U. S. A.time it was undressed." la reduced.
y-e- -'r... t- -
4S'
h
(continued from page 1) Blankenship and Co. have a full,
new line of Trunks and Suit Cases.J. L. MAXWELL.
--
- DEALER IN
Dry Goods and Furnishings
RICARDO, ::: NEW MEXICO.
"Right Goods at the Right Price."
Also a BRANCH HOUSE at GUADALUPE, N. M.
La Lande Letter,
The Jloliness campmecting
which began last Saturday is
proving a power for goofl and
God is working upon the hearts
if the peoele as He has perhaps
never done before in our midst.
Among our visitors .are Rev,
Jxmnie Rogers, of Pilot Point,
m MEXICO CENTRAL RA1UÍC,
TIMETABLE.
From Santa Fe to Torrap f.
Leaves Santa Fe at 1:45 P. M goin?
South. tLeaves Villard 6:13 P.M. poing south.
Arrives at Torrance 8:00 v.. tt.
Going North.
Leaves Torrance at 11 :05 A. tt,
Williard at 12:40 P. M.
Arrives at Santa Fe 6:25 p. M.
Makes close connections with theBelen
Cut-o- lf at Williard' with the South-
western at Torrance and with the
A. T. S. F, at Kennedy.
H. W.Coomer, Acting Manager.6 GREAT BIG DAYS 6
THE TWENTY-NINT- H ANNUAL
New Mexico Fair and
Resources Exposition
Albuquerque, N. M., October 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16
o i
The Great Strobel Airship
in Daily Flights.
High Class Harness and .
Running Running Races.
U. S. Cavalry Maneuvers.
All kinds of Exhibits.
The Great Game of
Push Ball on Horseback.
The Great Southwestern
Marathon Race.
The Great Nat Reiss
Carnival Company.
W, G. Tight. President John B. McMannus, Sec'y
For further information, Entry Blanks, etc.,
Address the Secretary.
A. A WELLS.
General Contractor
and w Builder
Plans and Specifications Furnished Free
f'aid Up Turn-Ke- y
Jobs A SPECIALTY
an acre. My other fields of grain
show an equally thrifty condition
and are proof to me that the
'only way to successfully raise
grain on these bench lands is by
conscientiously following dry
farming methods.
Secretary Burns of the Dry
Farminjr Contrress visited tha
field described and said that,
judging from the appearance of
the grain, it was his impression
that Mr. Bouton was very mod-
estly conservative in his estimate
of the yield. A sample cf this
grain has been sent to Prof. B.
C. Buffum of the Wyoming Plant
& Seed Breeding company,
Worland Wyoming, for analysis.
Samples of Mr. Bouton's crops
including some of the above
described wheat, will be display-
ed at the International Dry Farm
Exposition at Billings during the
Fourth Dry Farming Congress,
October 26 28, 1909.
SPARKS.
(By the Associate Editor )
We love our Dr. Cook, but oh,
you Eskimo!
Come on with the moving pict
ures of the discovery of the
North Pole.
Porto Rico has succeeded in
shedding its American Govenor.
Let 'em go back to the Pole and
fight it out.
Astronomers have found water
and vapor on the planet Mars
The Martians must be preparing
soup for dinner.
Comptroller Metz, who is wil-
ling to be mayor of New York,
is a chemist. He has some
strange elements to mix!
Peary and Cook! Peary and
Cook! Now is the time to sub-
scribe for the book.
When Senator Aldrich is net-
tled he twists his gray mustache
around his finger. He has ac-
quired the habit from long twist-
ing the other Senators around
the same digit.
Chicago burglars recently rob-
bed a millinery store. If they
can cash their haul at market
prices, they have probably made
a killing.
Estimates on the valne of
Harriman's estate flatly contra-
dict the impression that Mr.
Rockafeller and Mr. Carnegie
had ail the real money.
One of the Chicago courts has
undertaken to make a man stop
lying to his wife. An attack on
inherent rights, by jove.
It may that we may never have
peace, however, until somebody
takes the old pole out and loses
it again.
A "Taft Democrat" has been
appointed assistant postmaster
at Richmond. But what is a
"Taft Democrat" and why is a
"Taft Democrat?"
The farmer is so prosperous
that the Census Bureau wants
him to start figuring up .his
wealth right away, so he can
have it dene by next year.
"Uncle Joe" admits that his
fences need repairing, says the
Nashville Tennessean. "Uncle
Joe" is getting along in years,
but we more than halfway sus-
pect that he has not forgotten
how to fool the people around
Danville, 111., as he used to.
Mr. Rockafeller must ba some
what puzzled to know how to go
about "making sure of heaven."
Heaven is not quoted in the
slock market.
Even when a man's liver gits
out of oider from staying out
late he can think it's his wife's
fault because she sat up for him.
Nature's Order.
Manterlinck: Not a single day la
Uivjal.
Not a Law of Nature.
Balzac: EqK-lit- y may be all right,
but no human power can convert )t
into a fact.
EQr Xlrif ''".!
A ?' '
Fort Sumner
Broom Factory,
OWENS & SONS
WHOLESALE & RETAIL
Solicit the General Trade and
Satisfaction Guaranteed
Fort Sumner. - - NewMex.
F. C. HASTINGS.
Carpenter and Builder.
South Side Of The Plaza,
Sunnyside, N. M.
PINEULES for the Kidneys
30 DAYS' TRIAL FOR 1.00.
On sale at the Suntiskle Drug Go's.
New Hardware of all kinds at
Blankenship & Co.
L R. SCHOOL
Contractor and Builder.
"Cement Work A Specialty"
Call on rue for bids on all
kinds of Buildings.
Fort Sumner, N. M.
Fort Sumner Gallery
Photo Copying,
Out-do- or Work a Specialty.
Jim Womack.
2,000 new Post Card views of Fort
Sumner at Blankenship & Go's
A. J. GILLIAM.
Agent for Teico Steam Laundry,
W. and W. Tailoring Co,
ALSO,
CITY BARBER SHOP.
When you have piles don't fail to use
Man-Za- the great pile remedy. The
nly way to cure this annoy Ing trouble
is to apply somithinK that will act on
til parts atTected. That is what ManZan
lots. It is put up in a tube with nozzk
ittceljed. Sold t y Sunnyside Drug Co.
"It Gives All The New."
Subscribe to your home papr first
slid then take the i J Paso Herald.
The is the boat iiK-Iu- m to
:eep in touch w'th general news a
.veb as ntws of the while south west.
Eiphty Atps of patented land, ten
niles south-eas- t of town lor s, le
C. W. FOOR.
The Albuquerque Daily Trihune car.
be I ad at the funnyside Drug Co.
Five cents per copy
55.?:
.med In ml ocui.i tio OK NO t fc.TRADE.MARKS. I.'uvfüt. anil ConvriifliL.reizift- -
FRb'E REPORT on ivitentatttli r. Putenliiract.
lei; RAMI RKPEmEMCCS.
Sutui 4 v.nlH in hUtmp fur our two lnvnlnablp
on how to obtain mm sell
innoKH sviilrh on,., will pay. How to net alaw ant othpr v ,lmi f:o lutomiatlou.
it U iff Rl I U& UUl
PATENT LAWYERS.
L 303 Seventh St., Washlnnton-
-
D. C.
The Santa Fe
Mexican
The oldest dialy in the South-
west. 1.75 per quarter year.
MsrnZan Pile Remedy
KZLIEVE8 WWtTüf OTHERS FAIL
For Eale by the Sunnyside Drug: CY
Caters for Mourners' Patronage. .
The proprietor of one of the saloons
near a Long Island cemetery, with an
eye to biisiuess, sends black bordered
circulars to bouses from which there
will be a funeral, stating tbat special
attention will be given to fuueral par-
ties and tbat "private rooms, nicely
furnished, will be reserved for chief
mpuroevs." New York Tribune,
Plays Solitaire with Dice.
A prosperous looking man who bas
frpquemsd the same cafe for two
years tn Liberty street always stops at
the bar before be sits down to his
luncheon and shakes dice with himself
to decide whether be will take a
drink or not. Ha never throws with
any other person. New York Press.
Faith and Hope. .
Doubts may flit around me, or seem
to close their evil wings, and settledown; but. so long as I Imagine that
the earth is hallowed, and the light of
heaven retninn ita ant,riiw nn-
"...--..- J uu tfJOFabbath while the blessed sunshlncij
lives Within li:e navnr ran mv arttil
l ave lost the Instiuot of its faith.,
'
'thanlel liawthorn.
Tex., Rev, M, Collins, and
pthets.
Mr, and Mrs, I-- R. Helm, who
have recently moved to our
town, are both great heipers in
pur meeting.
Rev. E. A. Fergurson, who is
one of the greatest preachers in
the Holiness movement, is now
preaching to us. Bro. Ferguson
js to be with us until October 1st,
he opening of school.
Rev. H. L. Hubbard, who has
been very ill with typhoid fever,
js rapidly recovering.
Rev. Beeson is very busily en-
gaged in showing the visitors
our county and transferring
property.
Melon Day and the Campbell
íiros, Big Show came off Friday
according to schedule, there be-jn- g
a smaller number of people
than was expected, on account
pf the wrecking of the excursion
rain between Clevis and Mel-
rose. Over five hundred people
failed fo arrived in time to enjoy
he occasion properly; but what
íhey did to the melons was a
plenty.
Taking it altogether, it was a
big success. The farm exhibits
were fine, as well as the stock
exhibit. The Review will give
pie list of prizes next week.
Built In Memory of a Dog.
Of the memories to doss the most
Imposing of modern date is "Tell'a
Tower." a structure on the seashore
pear West KIrby, Ches're. England,
ft 14 In honor of the great St. Bernard
Tell, "ancestor of u.st of the
rough-coáte- champions of England,
nd liirnslf winner of every prize la
the kingdom. He was majestic in
noble In character and of un-
daunted courage." Euilt hy the late
M. J. dimming Macdona, the tower Is
a sort of summer house, in the base of
which Is a vault containing Tell'a re-
mains, guarded by an effigy of that re-
markable animal.
Fear of Microbes.
Microbes are agents of disease and
Jeath. When they were discovered
and when character was exposed
aclence made a big step forward. M-
icrobes taught men not only how to cure
disease, but how to avoid and even
bow to prevent it But into lite they
iirought a new terror! Now the quea--
tion is how to guard against the ter-- l
For all fairly healthy persons
there is just one thing to do. Ignore
the existence of microbes altogether!
Don't even stop to think of them,
save in emergencies, which, to the lay-
man, seldom arrive. Human beings
have no reason to be in continual fear
pf microbes. Tbe way to be immune
from their influence is by not caring a
nap of the finger about them, and by
observing Uin ordinary rules of whole-Hom-
living. Eat and sleep regularly.
Take eierclt.e. Keep in fresh air. And
devote a few minutes each day to deep
breathing. Microbes hate hcallby peo-(il-
as the devil bates holy water.
Measure of Celebrity.
An actress rust be well known to
have the papers print the fact that
f lie is about to be married; she must
e famous in order to have It stated
that she Is not going tp get married.
. New York 'Vvt.
Horribly Mean.
The ireatest. man in tb world Is
Ihe hmband who placed his money
In a moute-tra- p so that lih w"e could
not get tt in the early uornii g with-
out liberating a mouse
Necessity of Beauty. j
Schiller in bis estbetical and
essays wrote that "Beauty
alone contera happiness on all," that
under its Influence men lorget their
limitations. Happiness is our being's
end and aim. And without beauty
even happiness In Its perfect (lower
ng is impossible.
. Accustomed to It.
"Yes," said Rivett, "I went to a
tea with my wife yester-
day.'' "Gracious!" exclaimed Chum?
fey, "didn't It nearly drive you crazy?"
"Ob, no, I didn't mind jt. I own a
ol'er shop, you know.'' Catholic
and Times.
Ami f n
Inexhaustible Asphalt Supply. '
tn tbe Island of Trinidad Uiere is a
a!:a X15 acrn in extent, which, In-
tl.vj4 ri , contains
Bf.r.hnli in ajct ln;!-.9- t'b.'u qttaa I
(.'. . ." r n i.r". L.. it in) a 'i ujs
itviit are
PROFESSIONAL.
DR. W. R. LOVELACE.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
SURGERY A SPECIALTY.
Office at the store of the unnyside
Drug Company.
Sunnyside. New Mexico.
C. C DAVIDSON.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Practices in all th Courts.
Special attention to land cases
before the U. S. Land Off ice. :
TuotiMCARi, New Mex.
WHARTON & LAWSON.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
Alahogordo. - N M.
M. R. BAKER.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Contest Cases Before U. S. Com-
missioner a Specialty.
NOTARY PUBLIC IN OFFICE.
Sunnyside. New Mexico.
A. P. A NAYA
Practices Law before the Probate,
County Commissioners, and Justice of
the Peace Courts.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION. -
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land! Ofllc
at Santa Fe, N. M.. Aujr. 23rd, 1909.
Notice in hereby Riven that Lawrence B. Coleman,
of Ricardo, N. M who, on Feb. 28, 1906, mad
Horn antead Entry, No. 13302, Serial ÚS809, fern 13
e 4 e - flection
27, Township 2 n. Range 24 e. Principal Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make Anal Cummn-tatio- n
proof, to establish claim to the land abo- jdescribed, before W. M. Weddinjrton U S Com.,
at Ricardo N, M. ,on the 1 at dajr of Nov. 19 .
Claimant names u witnesses: M. L. Too 4
.Sam Squyers. J. N. Line U aL KenaftV,
All of Ricardo N. M.
Manuel R Otero, RejcistT.
Sartal 0K1:9 '
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Intrrí r, UrieiStat8 Larni
Cftlce at Roawell. N. fr... Aug, Id, 13.4.
Notice is hereby given that Houston E. Land,t La Lande, N. M.. who. cn June .1, 1 906. mm'
Homestead Tntry RS66, Ser. No. 05169, for n w 1 4,
ier. g, and on March 23, 1908. made H. E. 4.VT1.
S. r. no. (18, frl ts and 2 and a cSection 4 Township 4 N. Rantre 1 K. N M P ti Tir-
iten, has filed noiiue ut inteaticn la make
n Proof, to ebUblish proof Uf the
above described, before D. J, T.iv nley. U. S. C m
miB ,!oner, at hia office in La Land, N. M., en )
8th day of Octobor, 19 9,
Cluii.iant names as witne:ea: J.h.hong T jBaker' J. R.,McGehee, E. L. Catea; all o La
Lande N.M.
T. C. Tillou fi. Register.
sep4 oct9
Contest 156
CONTEST NOTICE.
-
Dcpartnient of the Interior, U. S. Land Office.
Sania Fe. N. M. Sep. 10. 1909.
A sufficient contest affidavit having-- been filvd in
this nffit by .Vlora M. Ccuper, 3ontestant, Sffainst
Horr.eBteid Entry, no. 14J33, made June , lu8.for E Section-12- Tovi mihip 2 n. Range 2 e,
NU r Mridl:-n- , by Lewis Burbünk, Conteste, in.
which it ta alleged that aukl Lewis Burbonk h
whclly abandoned said land for more than aix
months lr.st paM next receedina; Sep 7. i9u9, 4ato
of Hatd eontrstindavit and wa not at said tñr ;
resktins upon and cultivating the same, said par-
ties are hereby notiñed to appear, respond and
offer evidence tuucl ni at id allegation ai 10 o'
cktok a. m. on N,v. 10, 1909, Wore Frank M. funU. S. Cnmr., Buchanan, N. M. (and that final
hearinR will beheld at 10 o'clock a. m. n Nov. 2,lfl, before) the fieeristrrand Receiver at the L.
S. Land Office in Santa Fe, N. M.
The said cons.sthnt hnvn i in a Proper affidavit,filed Sep iO, 1909 set forth facts wnicb show that
after due diligence personal service of this notice
can not be made, it is hereby ordered, and directed
that such notice be given by due andi proper
publication.
Manuel R. Otero, ReriBtt.Sep 18 oct 23
6S76
CONTEST NOTICE.
Department of the Interior, United States Land
Offke. RoAWetl, New Mexico, Aug-- 31, 190.
A sufficient contest affidavit having- - been ft!ed In
this office by Lucinda V. Trout, contestant, ajrinat
Homeateoo E?try no. 43'. 2. made Feb. 10, 1993, for
Section 21, Townsulp S n. Range 27 E,
by Dick Carpenter Con Loe tee, in which it is alleged
that; the said Dick Carpenter has wholly abandon-
ed raid tract; that he has changed his residence
therefrom for more than six mouth since making
said entry; that saM tract is not settled upon and
cultivated by sakl party re required by law and
that be h.t been absent now more than three years
and has caused all of his improvements to be re-
moved therefrom said
parties are hereby notified to appear, respond,
and offer evidence touching" Raid allegation at 10
a. m. on Oct 27, 1909. beiore D. J. Town ley, U. 3.
Comr. at La Lande, N. M. (and that final hearing
will be held at 9 clock a. m. before) the Register
and Receiver at the United States Land Office in
Roswell. N. M. on November 6, 1941.
The said contestant having, tn a proper affidavit
filled , set forth facts which show tmv.
after due diligence reraonai service of this not ice
can not be made, it is hereby ordnreij and directed
that such notice be given by dm; and prcper
publication
T. C. Tillotson, Register-Harol-
Hukd. Receiver.
SeolS oct23
rS3" Tho Couk SyrP that
rids the system of a co'4
hy acting as a cathartic on t! fbowels is
LAXiÜTIVE
COUGH SYRUP
Bees is tbe original lutaiivo couph ayrp
rnntnias no opiGtRs, gently moves tfea
U'J've.a, can vii.K the cold off through tbo
sutural r'ianneis, Giaraoteedl ttt jivfj
a tibí action oV money refunded.
For sale by the Sunyfcfde Dru Co,
PECOS VALLEY HOTEL
FORT SUMNER, W. M'
riRST CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS
Rates $2,00 Per Day
Mes. R. E3EAU3IEN, Proprietress.
&. -- a-s
The BARGAIN STORE.
S.PRITNER
Fdl Lina of Groceries,
$ Wcrkingmg Men's Clothes,
I Notions nú Novelties.
f
nr.
V4--
'TVVIXT THEORY AMDCQMDITION
Where the Gifted Playwright Is Con-
fronted with Circumstances He
Cannot Control.
Consider the apprentice playwright's
vision pf his work. He has dreamed
a dream and the people of that dream
trea' out their drama before his 'i.liid's
eye, all flawless, perfect, just en bo
j rráde them. He sees them as real peo- -
pie, not as actors. The scenes by moon-- j
light are moonlight Indeed to him; he
j can smell the roses in the garden
where his heroine walks, but, sadly
enough, this illusion of reality, wblcb
, continues for a little while after the
conclusion of bis writing, Is tpt to be
the greatest reward his work will b'lng
him. When the play Is staged and be
finds that the harvest moon for his
moonlight love scene must be dis
carded because tbe e is'
creaky and there Is danger that the
audience may hear the moon go up,
when the heroine whom he pictured to
himself with "elf-gol- hair" must play
her part as a brunette because
wigs do not suit her, and when bis
j "pathetic father" has been given to a
comedian who "gets a laugh" upon all
of his beart-rendl- speeches, then tt
is that the playwright begins to com-
prehend the difference between "the
dreara ar.d the bufino.-s.-" Uooih Tark-jngtp- n
In Collier's.
i -
AND THE LOCO?, PROCEEDED.
After Pastor Had Elucidated Text
from Which He had prawn Kit
Sermon.
The colored parson had Just con-
cluded a powerful sermon en. "Salva-tm- i
Ant Free," and was announcing
that a collection would be taken for
the benefit of the parson and his fam-
ily. Up jumped an acutely brunette
brother lu th back of the church.
"Look puhson." he inter-
rupted, "yo' ain't no sooner done teliln'
us dat salvation am free dan yo1 go
askln' us U money. If salvation am
frea, what's de use in payln' fo' it?
Dat s what I want ta know. An' I tell
yo' p'intediy dat I ain't goin' to gib
yo' nothin' until I find out Now"
"Patience, brudder, patience," said
the parson. "I'll 'lucldate: S'pose yo'
was thirsty an' come to a river, Yo'
could kneel right down an' drink yo'
fill, couldn't yo'? An' It wouldn't cost
yo' nothin' would It?"
"Oh, cou'se not. Dat's lest what
I "
"Dat water would bo free,"
the parson. "But s'posin yo'
was iu hab dat water piped to yo'
house? yo' have to pay, wouldn't yo?"
"Ya, suh, but"
, "Vui. 'fcreddor, so It 1 wld salvation.
De uiKdtlon am free, but It's de havln'
It piie-- to yii' ('"t vo' to riv fo
'"a end Giving.
I? lose Is nothing, but
. r'" "till is the part o
neia
